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13 Pieces of Advice from the
’13 Class Officers
1. Be kind to EVERYONE. No one is below you and you never know what
strangers are dealing with behind what you see everyday.

2. Walk on the right side of the hallway. Always. Also, please don’t converse
with your friends in the middle of the hallway.
3. Learn another language. Make your way into that glass display of polyglots.
It is an honor among honors. You won’t regret it.
4. Take AP classes. You will make it through, guaranteed, so take advantage of
the wide selection Memorial offers.
5. If you have a tough schedule, take an art class. It is extremely therapeutic
and works your intelligence in a different way than your other classes do.
continued on page 36

Final Note from the Editor

As the countdown to summer nears its end, we from the Sword and
Shield would like to express our gratitude to you for your amazing support
this year one last time. When I first came into high school as a freshman, the
school newspaper provided me with some of my first tastes of high school
culture, and since then, I’ve been blessed to meet so many astoundingly
brilliant students in the club. Being part of the paper has truly enriched my
years at Memorial with so many fond memories.
I’d like to give my deepest thanks to Mrs. Teri Parris Ford, for taking
over as advisor during my freshman year and providing her invaluable
artistic vision and time to help the paper progress. Without her dedication
to the club and her efforts to oversee so many facets of the newspaper, I can
confidently say that the Sword and Shield would be nowhere near where it is
today. Her efforts have produced marvelous results, as it’s been absolutely
incredible for me to see how much more integrated the paper has become in
our school’s society over the past 4 years.
Next, I’d like to thank Jessi Ford for being such a fantastic co-editorin-chief this past year, along with all of the editors, staff, and contributors
that work so hard each month to put every issue together. And last, but not
least, you, the readers, with the continued interest that you display each
month, always inspire us to put forth our best efforts in every installment.
None of this would be here without you.
And with that, it’s my pleasure to introduce the new editors-inchief for next year, Idris Boukahil and Monika Ford, along with the rest of
their editorial staff, and I wish them the best of luck next year in all of their
ambitious endeavors.
Enjoy the rest of the issue!
Yours truly,
William Xiang
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Jessi Ford & William Xiang
2012 - 13 Sword & Shield’s
Editors-In-Chief

Editors-in-chief
Jessi Ford & Will Xiang
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Besma Aly

Scholarships &
Awards
UW People Program
Scholars: (below)
Chris Viveros , Justin
Xayarinh, Dhool Siad,
Carlie Perez-Guerra,
Srikar Adibhatla, and
Christopher Diaczun

Copy Editor
Christina Ma
Photography Editor
Arcadia Katzenberger

(Not Shown: Christian Real
Merino, Mario Dominguez,
Sowah Lassey)

Sports Editor
Thejas Wesley
Student Contributors
Srikar Adibhatla
Kat Bunke
Ryan Bruesewitz
Eva Carlson
Dietrich Den Hartog
Sachin Dharwadker
Chris Diaczun
Jack Feria
Jessi Ford
Ryley Gaulocher-Bergman
Jill Heilman
Brady Hirshfeld
Noah Huber
Raquel Hung
Arcadia Katzenberger
Kyle Kinney
Emily Koebke-Barsic
Riley Lenoch
Owen Monsma
Amelia Rossa
Jake Sullivan
Anthony Walker
Ryan Wall
Shane Wood
Will Xiang
Layout & Editing Asst.
Monika Ford
Advisor
Teri Parris Ford

Academic Excellence
Awards: Laurel Hunt,
Daniel Li, Sohil Shah
and William Xiang
(above)

Downtown Rotary Club
Foundation: Azze Ngo,
Annie Rosebear-Ace,
Anthony Walker,
Andrew Walls, Julian
Walters (not shown)

Downtown Rotary Club Youth Awards:
Senior Improvement Luis Retana
Senior Achievement Sarah Wang
Community Service Bridget Jost
Outstanding Senior Daniel Li
			Judge Chet Agni
Madison West Lion’s Club: Allison Statz
Breakfast Optimists: Ahmed Ahmed
Horizon’s Rotary Club: Emma Cibula
and Christina Ma
Sauk Trails
Optimist:
Charles He
and Maggie
Radl
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Congratulations!

Sword & Shield Staff

West Towne
Middleton Rotary: Vishavdeep
Singh

Fritz Kaump:
Tasi Jo McFarlane and Jamie
Sheskey (left)

Ross M. Koen:
Krishma Samadzada (not

William McPyncheon: Christian
Eggers (right)

pictured)

Gary Nelson.:
Carolina Lee Limas and Cassandra Lee Limas

Spartan Spirit::
Abraham Yoo
and Amien
Paust
(left)

Hind Memorial:
Emily Chu and
Justin Xayarinh
Betty Perego: Alba Paola Bohorquez Clavijo, Juan Calalpa-Garcia, Yengthao Phialuang,
Christian Real Merino (not pictured)

Frank A. Zuerner
Memorial: Aaron Senson
(left)
UW Health: Atrium Clinic: Tyler
Hulsey (right)

CUNA Mutual: Mai Doua Lee
and Aneda Lor (not pictured)
Ethel Mabie Falk: Riley Lenoch and Carlie Perez-Guerra (left)

Red Cross Blood Drive: Atzie Sobotik,
Shuruthy Yogarajah, Meg Hamele

UW Credit Union, Information
Technology Academy Scholarship, CALS Scholarship:
Besma Aly

Hazel Paschall Scholarship: Alice Sullivan
Islamic Community of Madison: Srikar Adibhatla and
Dhool Siad
Theodore Herfurth Award: Kelsey Knutson
Awards continued on next page...
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Scholarships &
Awards Cont.
Ahmed Ahmed: Madison Metro Chapter of LINKS Inc. Schlr.
Zohra Almagri: Merit scholaship
Marina Awes: Vocal and Academic Scholarships
Aliyah Bolles: Powers Knapp, University of Wisconsin
Willa Cai: Arndt Scholarship, UW-Madison
Eva Carlson: Madison Memorial Highschool Community Schlr.
Emily Chu: Arndt Scholarship, UW-Madison
Christhian Cruz-Hernandez: Wilson Rotary Scholarship
Joel Cryer: Kemper K. Knapp Scholarship, UW-Madison, Wisconsin
Garden Club Federation-Madison District scholarship
Sachin Dharwadker: Grand priz video schlr., NYU
Ryan Fallon: Boys Scouts of American
Jessika Lynn Ford: Appointment to the United States Naval Academy
Leanne Hagen: Marquette University
Carlos Hernandez: Reading Recovery Scholarship
Carrie Ip: Arndt Scholarship, UW-Madison
Marlene Jones: UW Medical Fndn. Employee Children’s Schlr.
Kayla Kinney: Eagle Schlr. for golf
Tasi Jo McFarlane: Madison Metro Chapter of LINKS Inc.Schlr.;
The Women in Focus Schlr., Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Schlr.
Nick Menninga: Schl of Engineering & Swimming Schlr., UW-Mil.
Rachel Mortensen: Patterson Scholarship, University of Kentucky
Trang Nguyen: Foundation Fellow, University of Georgia
Amien Paust: Arndt Scholarship, UW-Madison
Ruth Percival: DeWitt Wallace Distinguished Schlr., Macalester
Nick Shepard: Charles Carroll Scholar Award, Carroll University
Sohil Shah: Elks Lodge Schlr. for Health Sciences;
Charles Carman Wurth Schlr., UW-Madison
Alice Sullivan: Arndt Scholarship, UW-Madison
Jenny Vang: Reading Recovery Scholarship
Lily Veldran: Reid Music Scholarship, Lake Forest College;
Presidential Schlr., Lake Forest College
Julian Walters: Lincoln Elem. Schl Schlr.,Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Peter Webb: Athletic Scholarship, Valparaiso
Thejas Wesley: Knapp Scholarship; Herb Kohl Scholarship
Bethany Wolkoff: Donna Gaethke Memorial Scholarship, AFSCME
Wisconsin Council 40
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Dick Shimon Outstanding Senior
Athletes: Marissa Hoyer and		
Jester Weah (above)
Jamie Lindl Athletic Leadership
Award: Nick Menninga
Sanchez Scholars: Mario Dominguez
and Christian Real Merino
Friends of Meriter Schlr., Rotary
Schlr., and the Rubin for Kids Schlr.:
Azze Ngo

Below, left to right:
Andy Gauss Memorial:
Gretchen Greene
Devine Family Foundation:
Lauren Alexander
Michael Sheahan Memorial Award:
Isaiah Mitchell
Downtown Kiwanis Club:
Rachel Mortensen

Cyndi, Katie & Sean Kaump: Adam
Schuman and Sara Normington
Carolyn Taylor: Mariel Ma and
Alex Nguyen (not shown)

NATIONAL MERIT COMMENDED STUDENTS
Chaitannya Agni
Kevin Cao
Sachin Dharwadker
Sophia Hahn

Allison Hunter
Andrew Liu
Christina Ma
Trang Nguyen

Sohil Shah
Zoe Townsend
Sarah Wang

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP SEMI-FINALIST
Owen Monsma

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FINALISTS
Srikar Adibhatla
Joel Cryer
Leah Fulmer
Sophia Gerdes
Ogden Green
Charles He

Dean Gatz Art Scholarship: Jake Sullivan
(Below) Marti Kaump Music & Performing Arts: Sophia Hahn, Nick Menninga,
Maria Vizcarra

Caroline Hornung
Laurel Hunt
Matthew Lee
Daniel Li
Isaiah Mitchell
Rachel Mortensen

Aaron Senson
Kelly Shen
Thejas Wesley
Bethany Wolkoff
Edwin Wu
William Xiang

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLAR CANDIDATES
Charles Z. He
Laurel J. Hunt

Daniel L. Li
Owen S. Monsma

William Xiang

Badger State Representatives ................................Madeline Cook-Silvern
............................................................................................... Riley Lenoch
...................................................................................................... Daniel Li
.................................................................................... Shuruthy Yogarajah

“Math-alete”: Kelly Shen
Spartan Pride Scholarship: Marissa Hoyer
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Most Likely to...

Become a Body
Builder
Alex Osborne

Be a Celebrity Stalker
Allison Statz
Appear on the cover
of a magazine
Kelsey Hellenbrand

Become the next
Lady GaGa Raquel Hung
Get ID’d when
they are 30!
Sabrina Smith

Hack into Government Files
Owen Monsma
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Be an environmentalist
Activist...
Michael Turng

Become (Is) a Hipster
Kyle Kinney

Have
their
own
talk
show Run Across the country
like Forrest Gump
Dhool Jonah Weisse
Said
Win a
Grammy

Marina
Awes

Become an SNL actor
Jack Feria

Be on Broadway
Marlene Jones

Win a Nobel
Peace Prize
Daniel Li
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Congratulations to Our Retiring Teachers
Diane Coughlin
Connie Kane
Bill Rodriguez
Ann Schactner
Mickey Schaefer
Steve Towne

Mickey Schaefer

Diane Coughlin

I began my work as a Orientation
and Mobility teacher at Memorial
during the 82-83 school year. It
was a time when students with
disabilities had been secluded at institutions and were now coming to
public schools. My first years were
working with deaf-blind students
and I was not prepared! Thankfully, we had a great team of teachers
and supported each other working
with these kids. Later, as an itinerant teacher I worked on the east
side and covered alot of ground. I
begin working with students when
they are 3 and follow them through
high school so get to know students
with visual disabilities and their
families quite well. I have learned
gratitude and compassion along the
way. I can proudly say that I am
probably the most traveled teacher in the district because I have
worked in every school except for
Badger Prairie. I am very proud to
be a part of the Memorial staff as I
finish my career.
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I have been a Special Education
teacher for 36 years; 34 of them
at Memorial. When asked, “Why
would you stay at the same school
for so long?--my answer is simple:
This is a great place, filled with
diversity, talent, and an awesome
student body, faculty, and administration I have been able to work in
so many different departments with
the most awesome teachers. Memorial is truly a “family” and I am
lucky to have been here since 1978.
I do hope to stay connected and involved at Memorial in
small ways. I also look forward to
spending more time volunteering
at Dane County Humane Society,
where the need for help and animal
advocates never ends. My motto =
“Adopt--Don’t Shop.”
Thanks to everyone for a
great place to spend a career.

Connie Kane

1971-73 Vista Volunteer Rapid
City, South Dakota
1977-74 Reading teacher Standing Rock Indian Reservation, Fort
Yates, N.D.
1974-77 Learning Center instructor, UWGB, Green Bay WI
1977-78 Special Education instructor, Sheboygan, WI
MMSD: 1980-84 Marquette Middle School (now named Georgia
O’Keefe Middle)
1984-2004 James Madison Memorial High School
2004-2013 UW Hospital School
JMM highlights--belaying for the
Ropes courses and going on 18
spring trips to the Porkies; team
teaching with so many great math,
science and business ed teachers at
JMM. They gave me the skills to
take on my job of teaching students grades 6-12 while they are
hospitalized. Could not have done
it without them.

Bill Rodriguez

I came to Memorial in November 1980 as a substitute and have been here ever
since. My early assignments were Freshman and Junior English, but for many
years I taught Freshman
English and its many offshoots: Pre-Thrust, First Step, and TAG. With the inception of CORE, I also taught Senior English and Interdisciplinary Honors
Seminar. I inherited a Freshman curriculum that was fun and intellectually valid.
We introduced Freshmen to everything: journalism, drama, exposition, research,
creative writing, and the study of literature.Over the years, we eliminated journalism (it was expensive, and our hands got dirty with newsprint) and drama
(as our student body increased, we ran out of rehearsal space). I have an MA in
English, so I had a lot of respect for Memorial’s sequential English curriculum
which concentrated on writing and on the critical analysis of literature. I was
pleased to help revise Freshman English by expanding both the literature and
creative writing units. I always enjoyed the challenge of helping Freshman get a
background in literature and gain confidence in their writing. And I enjoy watching them mature over the course of their first year. Teaching a section of Senior English a year for the last fifteen or so
years has given me a sense of how our students grow and change. I do enjoy watching them getting ready to leave us.
And I wish them much luck on their college or career plans. Actually, what I enjoy most is calling them “pre-frosh”
and reminding them that if they really want to be independent they are going to have to start learning real-life skills
like cleaning bathrooms and doing the laundry. In 1981 I began Pressions, an after school club for creative writers. We
published thirty one annual magazines and dozens of chapbooks. Thanks to Mike Peterson (JMM ‘84), all back issues
of Pressions are now on the Memorial web site, and our last two issues include an index of all the writers and artists
whose work appeared in the magazine over the years. I thank Memorial for its support of the arts and for allowing me
to teach its students. It is an honor to be part of JMM. And it has been a lot of fun.

Ann Schactner

I attended UW-Oshkosh
and started my career, (a
long time ago!) in education by setting up a new
program for Learning
Disabled Adolescents
at Waupun High School
where I also coached
Varsity Volleyball and
Boys' and Girls' Track. I
moved then to Madison to
earn my Master's Degree
in Counseling Psychology
and never left! I worked
at the UW-Madison
Counseling Center before returning to Special
Education in the Madison school district, first at
SAPAR and then at Cherokee Middle School. Needing
a break after many years, I moved to Salt Lake City and
taught 6th grade before returning to Madison and Memorial High School where I have been since 2001. If you
count my baby-sitting years and part-time job as a "park
lady", I have worked with kids for over 40 years! And, I
can honestly say I've enjoyed (almost) every one!
My advice to the graduating seniors: Remember the
words of John Lennon, "Imagine...".

Steve Towne

I came to Memorial as a
student teacher from the
University of Wisconsin
in the fall of 1974, and
became a Memorial staff
member in special education the following January. At first, I planned
to stay for only a year or
two, but it didn’t take me
long to realize that this
was a great place to be
and it quickly became a
valued part of my life.
During my nearly four
decades at Memorial I
have had the opportunity and the privilege of
working with hundreds of
students, parents, staff members, and administrators in a
variety of capacities and have developed many cherished
friendships. Each person I have met and worked with has
allowed me to grow as both a person and a teacher. Memorial is a place of many opportunities. Throughout my
years here I have discovered that the more I invest myself
in these opportunities the greater impact I could have
and the more rewarding was my time. My challenge and
reminder to both the students and the staff is to value your
time here and to invest yourself in the many academic,
extracurricular, and relational opportunities afforded to
you here. Don’t take your time at Memorial for granted!
If you take advantage of your time here, the opportunities
for you to grow are limitless and the rewards are great. It
has been an honor to work at Memorial. Thank you for all
you have given me.
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I, Aaron Moller, leave behind… my bow ties to the Art and Music departments.
I, Abraham Yoo, leave behind… my 4 years of great and “not so great memories” at JMM.
I, Adam James Schuman, leave behind… The Schuman legacy
I, Alana Alderson, leave behind… high hopes for next year’s Seniors, Juniors and Sophomores.
I, Alexander Nguyen, leave behind… my laziness to Ellen Sheskey.
I, Allison Hunter, leave behind… a Beyoncé cd and a black leotard for Ms. Stec.
I, Allison Statz, leave behind… my swimming locker for anyone brave enough to live with mice
I, Alyssa Lutz, leave behind… my sassy pants.
I, Amelia Rossa, leave behind… a bunch of lost ceramics pieces somewhere in Mr. Herman’s room.
I, Amien Paust, leave behind… my incessant nagging of Ms. Glaaser to Sam Shovers.
I, Ana Gabriela Martinez, leave behind a big THANK YOU to Memorial, for making this experience the best i ever had
I, Andrea Schultz, leave behind… my love of Batman to Zach Graham.
I, Anna Troia, leave behind… an open mind and a warm heart to all the incoming people of high school, and to make it
the best years ever. And always remember to be stress free.
I, Annalisa Pendl, leave behind… my speech from the AVID completion ceremony to Ms.burda, along with flowers!
I, Annie Rosebear-Ace, leave behind… my place as Mr. Olson’s favorite student :)
I, Arcadia Katzenberger, leave behind… the life lessons of “Boy Meets World” to Katie Moe to live on the legacy
of such great life skills and to all my juniors who are going on to being seniors and sophomores who are going
to be juniors, be the best you can be for yourself and never stop being amazing!
I, Azze Ngo, leave behind… My love and goalie gloves to Amelia Heusuk.
I, Besma Aly, leave behind… all my awesomeness to my brother Islam (he’s gonna need it :p).
I, Bethany Wolkoff, leave behind… the concertmaster seat for one of the continuing violins.
I, Brooke Mortensen, leave behind… sparkly lanyards and an infinite amount of laughs to my sisters, diva Dana and
Kara-bear.
I, Caroline Riese, leave behind… my hair that was pulled off by the screws in the chairs.
I, Carrie Ip, leave behind… my asian twin Caroline Zhou
I, Chaitannya “Chet” Agni, leave behind… my downtown adventures to Cassidy Nelson.
I, Chaz McGee, leave behind… my entire wardrobe of sports themes to Will Larson. Make me proud, buddy.
I also left behind a $100 bill, hidden somewhere in the school. Good luck, Spartans!
I, Christian Merrell Eggers, leave behind… lessons learned for my sister.
I, Christina Ma, leave behind… my water bottle for Nathan Wang and David Cao. If Nathan still wants it, that is...
I, Christopher Kornell, leave behind… my knowledge to the little ones.
I, Claire Hornacek, leave behind… my swag behind for The Sadester (she needs it)
I, Cora Collins, leave behind… my car to my sister
I, Corinne Franz, leave behind… the discs I’ve used the last 4 years of track to the future throwers in hopes they can
accomplish the same successes and find the same joy in them that I’ve had.
I, Cory (Chewbacca) Lawson, leave behind… The tradition of the Chewbacca call at PEP rally and the ashes of
completed homework.
I, David Ho, leave behind… my genius to Jane
I, Dylan Gray, leave behind… my lucky balls for Jacob O
I, Eli Gomez, leave behind… my kick board and lover to Amos Kaldor.
I, Emma Cibula, leave behind… my Africa Fest/Forensics purse to all Forensicators.
I, Erik Bakker, leave behind… a great time in the US.
I, Evangeline Carlson, leave behind… a complete set of test tiles for all of the future ceramics students to come.
Appreciate them.
I, Hadassah McCloskey, leave behind… the people that I have helped and a place that was made better.
I, Hannah Anderson, leave behind… my extreme senioritis to all the upcoming seniors (who didn’t realize that you’re
allowed to graduate early).
I, Jack Feria, leave behind… my bow ties to Colin Kohrs, my clip ons to Colin Pittman, and my seductive v-necks to
Heather Slawny.
I, Jaclyn Jensen, leave behind… my softball uniform to my favorite sophomore Kylie Knutson!
I, Jake Sullivan, leave behind… A bright future for Spartan Video Production.
I, Jasmine Jackson, leave behind… A thousand thank yous to Ms. Burda for being the best AVID teacher....like ever. :)
I, Jessi Ford, leave behind… the Team Vacuum tradition to the Jmm Swimmin Women (;
I, Jester Weah, leave behind… a 24-pack of diet coke for THE one and only Ms. Glaaser.
I, Jesús Rojas, leave behind… my switch single technique to Caleb, Connor, and Zach.
I, Jhanay A. Smith, leave behind… my need for reaching new heights and passion for traveling the earth, to Caleb Mau.
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I, Jill Heilman, leave behind… my little sister, Melissa, to hopefully be just as weird as I was.
I, Joe Ferguson, leave behind… tips on how to talk to girls to nick Newburg
I, Joel Cryer, leave behind… a greenhouse for future students.
I, Jon Wilkins, leave behind… whoever is in front of me.
I, Kattarina Bunke, leave behind… my knitting-in-class responsibilities to Colin Kohrs.
I, Kelly Shen, leave behind… the Ideas Festival for Monika Ford.
I, Ke’Yaune Depray Buchanan, leave behind… my famous hats that everybody kept taking from me and now I have
lost them at school
I, Kira Tobin, leave behind… my sister to the Cross Country and Ultimate Frisbee teams, and the weird painting I halffinished freshman year on one of Ms. Winker’s cabinets.
I, Kristina Pendl, leave behind… “ my teacher Mrs. Burda for the incoming Freshman AVID class”
I, Lauren Alexander, leave behind… my arguments with Hardin.
I, Lily Johnson, leave behind… Ms. Guse. For she will brighten up anyones day.
I, Lily Veldran, leave behind… my cello skills to Hailey Rogers
I, Madeline Grandin, leave behind… my gratitude to all who helped shape me into the person I am. To those who hurt
me for making me stronger, who loved me for showing me true compassion, and who stood by me at the worst and best
of times. I will forever be grateful.
I, Madeline Rose Cook Silvern, leave behind… my sassy pants to Lacey Bohn.
I, Mai Doua Lee, leave behind… my appreciation for all my teachers during my high school life.
I, Mai Houa Yang, leave behind… my happiness and my smile for everyone to see.
I, Marisela Gomez-Castellanos, leave behind… my younger brother “Jesus Gomez.”
I, Mary Erikson, leave behind… My overall good looks and vibrant personality.
I, Mary Jo Elder, leave behind… the Elder name to Eddie.
I, Meg Hamele, leave behind… I will leave behind all my swag to Claire McCarthy.
I, Michael David Meyer, leave behind… my incredibly good looks to Sam Shovers.
I, Michael Webb, leave behind… the legacy of the WEBB’S
I, Monika Louise Hetzler, leave behind… my super awesome sunglasses to incomming freshman Marisa Hetzler.
I, Nive Prabakaran, leave behind… so many awesome memories; I’ll miss you all so much!!!
I, Ogden Greene, leave behind… a trail of jellybeans.
I, Owen Monsma, leave behind… my sincerest thanks (and a promise for a massive donation once I’m successful) to
every one of the Memorial art teachers. Those classes kept me sane.
I, Patrick McNulty, leave behind… all of my study guides to my teachers who can use them.
I, Rachel Mortensen, leave behind… I will leave behind my steer hearts to Mr. O’Shaughnessy.
I, Riley McCabe Lenoch, leave behind… my mad trumpet skills to Sam Szotkowski.
I, Ruth Percival, leave behind… the Eb clarinet to anyone willing to play it.
I, Ryan Fallon, leave behind… my youtube videos for the next generation to watch and enjoy. Specifically the
Challenges and Adventures Spartan News Clip and the Boys Basketball Documentary.
I, Ryan Lamb, leave behind… an impression on this school, as well as that broken window from Freshman Year.
I, Ryan Wall, leave behind… my flow for Shane Supple.
I, Sachin Dharwadker, leave behind… my love for Ben Gellman.
I, Sam Helle, leave behind… my flow to Bryce Danielson so that he may flourish on the court as a green and white boy
3 point specialist.
I, Samantha Maglio, leave behind… my love and encouragement for my younger sister, Ashley. Goodluck in high
school, it goes by fast so treasure every day!
I, Shawn Tredinnick, leave behind… season 1 of Nashville for Mrs. Fuller
I, Sohil Shah, leave behind… my senioritis to the Class of 2014.
I, Sophia Hahn, leave behind… my hallway greetings and smiles to Kata.
I, Srikar Adibhatla, leave behind… a backyard for Nick Newburg and Joe Boyer-Groff
I, Tasha Vernon, leave behind… a bar of soap to Hannah Becker, and the enormous impact my presence alone left on
the school!!!Duhhhhh!
I, Thejas Wesley, leave behind… an acerbic and quick wit to Sam Szotkowski, because it’s a jungle out there.
I, Toni LaBreche, leave behind… my Senioritis with all the new seniors next year:)
I, Tyler Moses, leave behind… my CC warm ups to lucky individuals at intrasquad.
I, William Xiang, leave behind… the Sword and Shield to Idris and Monika.
I, Zoe Ameila Townsend, leave behind… Sophie, Minivan of Death for my brother and sister. And a lot of balloons.
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Significant Senior Artists
Art Department
Significant Senior
Award Winners
Kat Bunke
Eva Carlson
Dietrich Den Hartog
Sachin Dharwadker
Ryley Gaulocher-Bergman
Jill Heilman
Brady Hirshfeld
Noah Huber
Raquel Hung
Arcadia Katzenberger
Kyle Kinney
Emily Koebke-Barsic
Owen Monsma
Amelia Rossa
Jake Sullivan
Anthony Walker

Kyle Kinney

As an art student of Memorial High, I have really advanced my abilities in all mediums
which allowed me to further myself in areas I hadn’t been quite as confident in before.
2D art has always been more comfortable for me. I’ve grown here; however, I’ve picked
up 3D work like Ceramics and Metals which have given me insight and useful
tools/techniques that I’ve been able to apply to other lasses such as Drawing or
Painting. Even when I was young, I spent a majority of my time doodling, but as I have
transitioned into Memorial I’ve seen how Art takes a larger role in my life. The countless classes I have attended in our Art Department were a result of my difficulty to find
solace outside of academics. They acted as an outlet for me- getting away from the monotonous school experience to unwind and get my mind off of all extraneous thoughts.
The years spent here, I’m convinced, will forever be a big stepping stone in my interests
and in my life overall. This upcoming year I will attend MATC in the Liberal Arts transfer
program at UW; I cannot thank everyone enough--all those that have made even the
smallest appearance in my time as a student here. You all have contributed to my being
and the life I plan to lead in ways you can’t imagine.
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Eva Carlson

From the start, art was a sort of escape for
me. It was a break from all of the academic
classes you cram into your schedule. Don’t get
me wrong, it’s not like I didn’t learn anything in
art, but it was a totally different sort of learning
experience. Normally, everyone is given the
same tools, you’re told to plug this in there, and
everyone is expected to get the same answer
– that’s success. In art, however, everyone is
given the same tools, but then you’re given this
ability to have completely different experiences.
It’s when everyone follows what they like, where
they feel compelled to go, that they find success. It’s a completely different sort of challenge
than what I got from math or history, and it made
the school day easier to get through, to be able
to take an hour or two and work a different
part of your brain. Companies and employers
all boast about innovation and creativity, and
art is the most fertile ground for the growth of such creation. In my art classes, I met
teachers and peers that weren’t afraid to challenge me and everyone else in different
ways, promoting growth. As cliché as this all sounds, I believe it is my art classes that
helped me develop into a more well-rounded, harder-working person, as well as giving
me problem-solving capabilities you don’t get the opportunity to develop in your regular
academic classes. Art made high school more fun for me. I have never heard someone
who regretted taking an art class, they usually say they wish they had taken more –
and I most certainly wish I had taken more courses. Even if you don’t think you are, or
you ever will be, particularly gifted in the given medium, I think you’d be very surprised
with what can lay in store. If nothing
else, art is surprising – a place where
“Eva Carlson holds a special place in
two plus two equals five. So take that,
my heart with her dedication to dealgebra!
veloping and improving the Ceramics

“Though modest to the point of being self-deprecating, Kyle’s true
success comes from his journey as an artist. While he has always
seemed to have a love of art, over the years, his skills have only
improved with time, and that hobby has slowly become a personal
discipline spanning several mediums.” --Mr. Newland

studio, and consequently, the ceramics experience for all whom use this
space: students and teachers. I will
forever appreciate the care and kindness Eva has extended to myself and
the ceramics program.” --Mr. Herman

“I have had the honor of working with
Ryley for the last four years with some
of my students suggesting that Ryley
and I might just be long-lost kin. Ryley exemplifies the artistic quality of
fluency: he can generate a plethora of
ideas while working with a myriad of
materials.”--Mr. Herman

Jake Sullivan

Ryley Gaulocher

Memorial art has affected my high school
career in many ways. But when I say Memorial art I really mean Memorial ceramics. I have been in a ceramics class seven
times from sophomore year to senior
year, and I would recommend it to anyone
who considers themselves a hands on
person. My first art class was ceramics 1
and I took it my first semester of sophomore year. As soon as I learned how to
use the pottery wheel I would come in and
practice every day at lunch. This effectively killed my social life, but very much
increased my skill on the wheel. From
then on the art department served as a
place where I would go to relax and take
my mind off of school, and other stressful
things in my life. This year alone I have
taken four ceramics classes and this
made me very tired of the pottery wheel.
Herman has been gracious enough to
let me explore different art practices in
his ceramics class, so I am able to paint
and even explore some stone carving
techniques. Ceramics class has greatly
reduced my level of stress from school
and made my high school experience
much better.

Raquel Hung

Art is my body, heart, and soul,
the blood that runs through my veins and
the sweat that drips down my back. It is
who I am, who I will always be; it is my
love and hate, joy and sorrow, laughter
and pain all concentrated to plaster, on a
piece of paper, or globs on a canvas. I am
art, and art is me, and I hope everyone
can find in their own lives the connection
that I have found with art.

My journey with art at Memorial did not
go exactly how I had expected it to go.
Freshman year I took animation with Mr.
Herman. I had fun in the class but it just
wasn’t for me and I didn’t find myself
very good at it either. Sophomore year I
really regret not taking any art classes.
But it was that year when Chris, Ben, Billy
and I entered in the Fox 47 Msg 2 Teens
contest and won. After that experience is
when I realized I greatly enjoyed making
videos, so I continued to do it. Junior year
I took Photo I and II in hopes of getting as
close to making videos as I could, with the
classes we had. (Not knowing we just had
introduced a new video production class
that year) Thankfully later in the year Billy
Walsh started something called Spartan
News. Fast forward to senior year, I took
Computer Art (Our video production class)
and Photo III as well as taking over for
Spartan News since Billy had graduated.
Producing and editing Spartan News
has been one of the best times I’ve had
in my 4 years at Memorial. Getting to
do something that I greatly enjoy almost
“Raquel is the definition of a hardworking and dedicated artist and
every week and to have it seen by the
student. She continual shows her paswhole school (or most of it, depending
sion for conveying visuals that speak
on who decided to show up to backyard)
to people. Her work communicates
and getting good feedback from students strength and wisdom. Raquel will
and teachers makes me feel all warm and achieve visual masterpieces with her
fuzzy inside and puts a smile on my face. hardwork and vision.” --Mrs. Winker
I can tell you that throughout the years in
the art department I have had nothing but
a good time and good experiences and
A Significant Senior Artist is one
who has made artistic production
wouldn’t
integral part of their life while
take back an
at Memorial. They have taken
one day
at least 3 art courses and have
I’ve spent exemplary attendance. A Significant Senior Artist is one who has
with any
shown a consistent commitment
of the
to excellence in the art studio and
amazing
has been a positive influence and
art teach- inspiration to his/her classmates.
ers here at A Significant Senior Artist has exMemorial. hibited art work at Memorial and/
Thank you! or in the Madison Community.
“Jake contribution to memorial high
school can not be overestimated. He
took on the challenge of editing Spartan news and ran with it! His countless hours of work outside of school
have been so appreciated. He leaves
big shoes to fill.” --Mr.Frontier
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“If there was such a thing as an athletic artist-- it’s Jill. She understands
hard work and knows how to get a big
project done. She loves a challenge!”
--Ms. Ford

“Amelia is an artistic powerhouse, tackling any creative obstacle thrown at her with projects
that always exceed expectation.”
-Mr. Newland

Amelia Rossa

Jill Heilman

Art has played a very significant role in
my life, much greater than I would have
imagined. I didn't take any art classes
until junior year, and now looking back,
I really wish I would have. I used to be a
very sports oriented girl, and because I
couldn't draw, I just assumed I was bad at
art in general and I kind of just avoided it
whenever possible. When I got a concussion my sophomore year I was told I
couldn't play contact sports anymore. This
was a shock and a life changer because
my life literally was constantly consumed
with sports. My parents were attempting
to help me cope by trying to interest
me in other things. The thing is... I can't
dance, or sing, or act, and I'm not a wiz at
science or math, but I agreed to try some
art classes. I took metals and Photo 1
and was amazed that I could actually do
some form of art! I loved it so much that
my senior year I signed up for three more
classes including CAMM, Photo 2, and
video. These teachers helped me look at
things in an entirely different way. I, all of
a sudden, had a whole new perspective
on life and saw everything differently; everything as art. Not only has art changed
how I view things, but it has also helped
me grow and understand myself better.
Life really threw me down, and at some
points I truly thought my life was over just
because I couldn't do one thing anymore.
Art helped pick me back up and show me
that I am talented at more than one thing.
You just have to keep your mind open and
try new things. I'm not good enough to go
to college for it or sell anything, but I am
going to take these lessons I've learned
with me for the rest of my life. Everything
happens for a reason.
“Sachin has grown as an artist every
year at Memorial. His passion for
expressing ideas through film and
video has led to him investigating
his craft at deeper and deeper levels..” -Mr. Frontier

I’ve loved art my whole life but during high school I have
had a chance to develop my skills and take on challenges I
wouldn’t have been able to tackle if not for the Memorial art
department. I have learned a great deal from every art class
I’ve taken and I owe most of my artistic skills to the excellent
instruction of the Memorial art teachers. I also owe a huge
thank you to every art teacher for the friendship and
support they have offered me over the course of my
four years at Memorial.
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Anthony Walker

Since I took my first ceramics class my
sophomore year, the art department
has become a large influence on my
high school experience. Until that class,
school was very one dimensional. My
classes consisted largely of lectures,
tests, and sitting passively in a desk.
Now I have at least one hour a day which
is spent moving around, using my hands,
and creative problem solving. Ceramics
is one of the few classes where I physically interact with my subject matter and
learn through my hands. The challenges
often require creativity and can only be
learned through trial and error. Nevertheless, these past few years, Mr. Herman
and the art department have supported
me to become autonomous in my passion
for ceramics. In this way, art has been
invaluable to me throughout high school.
Even though I may be unable to continue
ceramics, the lessons I have learned, I
will carry forever.
“Anthony is the third and final Walker I have had the great fortune of
working with. Anthony exemplifies
the powerful trait of persistence:
he battles new complicated forms
on the potters wheel; never giving
in to frustration and and eventually
acquiring the unique potters’ skills
to create these forms with precision
and artistry.”--Mr. Herman

Brady Hirshfeld

“The only thing capable of
pulling Brady from his art is a
sports car. Failing that, however, his focus is unshakeable,
and his commitment to quality
borders on a truly healthy obsession.”--Mr. Newland

Art classes, for me, are more of a necessity than anything. In
the monotonous tedium of every school day, an art class is an
hour of escape. It’s an opportunity to be more creative, to learn
about what you want to learn, to have fun, and to kick back
and be yourself for a while (something really important to me).
It’s nice to be able to do work that I want to do; everything I’ve
made in an art class is something unique and something I’m
proud of, and I can’t say that about any other class I’ve taken.
They are also, in my experience, the best classes to have fun
with friends, and they allow you to easily meet new people.
Many of my best High School memories come from art classes,
and they have played a huge role in making my four years as
fun as they have been. If you haven’t taken an art class, or
even if you already have, take some. They’re easy, fun, and
extraordinarily rewarding.

Arcadia Katzenberger

Art has had a very significant role in my high school career, not only
enjoying art in general, but also in being able to expand my imagination so much more than I could possibly handle. It’s so incredible to
realize how much I love being able to express myself from not only
through drawing, but from sculpting and even photography. Having
such influential teachers around me that have let me jump out of
my comfort zone--having Herman showing so much more with just
one simple ceramic piece, Frontier pushing me to dominate any
photo project, Newland teaching me that an artist’s work can never
be done, Winker letting me express my imagination even further,
and Ford giving me the chance to be even more dedicated in what I
do--I have enjoyed all forms of art. But I have been very passionate
in drawing, ceramics and photography. I have been so honored to
be able to be a TA for ceramics with Mr. Herman, learning the ways
of the classroom, helping put together shirt designs, and also being
the photography editor for the Sword and Shield. I look forward to
continuing my art career continuing in attending UW Milwaukee at
the Pecks School of Arts learning art education so that one day I
can teach people the great lessons I have learned from art. I am so
blessed to have had such a great art experience at memorial and
will never ever forget it.
“Arcadia is one of the few art students to ask for more
work. She’s excited about being involved and wants to
make an impact with her art.” -Mrs. Ford

Sachin Dharwadker

My basement used to be my studio. At the age of seven,
I routinely retreated downstairs to sit and draw superheroes,
monsters, and attractive girls for hours on end. Sometimes, if I
felt ambitious, I inked my drawings onto a sheet of transparent
celluloid —known as a “cel”—which I then colored with acrylic
paint. As an aspiring cartoonist, I composed each image with
care and precision, always eyeing the details.
Today, my life revolves around a different kind of celluloid, but my approach to filmmaking is not essentially different
from the one I followed when drawing “Dragon-Ball Z” characters: I still compose the images carefully, and I still scrutinize the
details. Most importantly, however, my ultimate goal remains the
same—to tell a meaningful story.
My life probably wouldn’t revolve around these things if

I had never gotten the chance to interact with art in high school.
Back in Photo 1 with Mr. Frontier, during my freshman year, I developed an understanding of the visual image that I would later
apply to the movies I made. When I had the opportunity to make
a short film for extra credit in English 10 Honors, I employed my
knowledge of photography—most of which came from Photo 1—
along with my burgeoning passion for movies. The process and
the result were thrilling, and since then, I haven’t looked back.
The many other art-related experiences I’ve had at Memorial only added to that thrill, and in turn, my appreciation for
the creative process has blossomed tenfold. Between Drawing
1,2, and 3, Photo 1 and 2, Community Art, Video Art, and of
course our annual film festival, art at Memorial has shaped the
person I am, while laying the foundation for the person I wish to
become.
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Owen Monsma
Kat Bunke

“Art has always been important to me, throughout my whole life;
but the variety of classes here at Memorial have allowed me to
grow as an artist and even as a person. I’ve learned new ways
of expressing myself, new techniques, and even new creative
passions that I didn’t know existed. I’ll always be thankful for
the support I’ve received these past four years from all the art
teachers and how they’ve pushed me to go outside my comfort
zone - and ultimately inspired me to pursue art in college. I’ll
miss spending every day the art department with all the other
incredible JMM artists!”
“Kat began her creative career here at JMM in Art Klub.
With her early leadership she brought her humor, kindness, and creativity to a group of like minded visionaries.
She has grown as a multi-faceted, hardworking artist and
student in her years here and I look forward to seeing her
future accomplishments as a strong, dedicated artist.”
-Mrs. Winker

Emily KB

Photography is my passion.
It allows me to express my
creativity in a fun way. I’ve
always been interested in
photography, ever since I
was young. Around age 10
I got my first digital pointand-shoot camera, which
became my best friend for
a little while, because I was
so excited about it. From
age 10 to 16 I went through
roughly 6 point-and-shoot
cameras (because I was
clumsy and broke half of
them) and I wanted something bigger and better. The
JMM Art Department has
played a major role in my
school life..

Emily’s photography is truly
wonderful. Her approach to
each project is thoughtful
and meaningful. Her finished
solutions have a professional craftsmanship and polish
that sets her work apart from
many others. ” -Mr. Frontier

Art classes for me provided a sense of calm in my
schedule. I think I’ve had at least one class in the art
department every single semester of high school, so it’s
become something of a second home for me. Amidst my
other classes, they always formed a break of sorts, an
opportunity to forget the other work I had for an hour or
so and just concentrate on something of my own. I’ve
also met other people in art classes I never would have
otherwise. Most classes end up stratified by grade, but
art classes are always incredibly diverse, even in the
higher levels.
“Owen constantly impresses me. He is an independent
mind that begins and joins discussions and works on class
projects adding insight and technical understanding in an
informative and intelligent manner. The true characteristics
of a leader and visionary creative thinker.” --Mrs. Winker

Dietrich Den Hartog

Being in art classes is one of the reasons I like going to school
every day. Throughout my time here, I have had excellent opportunities to explore with a great supply of resources. I’ve taken as
many art classes as
I’ve been able to fit in
my schedule, meaning I’ve been in the
studio at least twice a
day every year. Being
in Metals, Drawing,
and Ceramics during
freshman year got me
on track with what I
like doing most: Metals. The challenging
classes with supportive
teachers like Herman,
Winker, and Newland
were like a kickstarter
for my life goal. I now
aspire to become an
art teacher like those
before me.

Noah
Huber

Memorial’s
art department is
absurdly
stellar. I
have a lot of
warm-fuzzies to gush
about the art
department.
I would not
have considered my
high school
experience
nearly as
worthwhile
and fulfilling
had it not
been for all
the opportunities
available.
I took Art
Experiences
my sophomore year which was my first art class since 7th grade. Since
then, I have developed a keen interest in graphic design and
drawing. It’s difficult to talk about art without sounding excessively pretentious, so I’m just going to go ahead and indulge myself.
There’s something incredibly exciting about eliciting emotional
reactions from others through only lines and color. I’m fascinated
by the way people develop preferences towards certain combinations of forms, shape, and so on. Because art is so inherently
subjective and open-ended in terms of personal response, there
are many, many different ways people can feel about any given
piece of art. Some people are emotionally moved by underground soviet-era erotic art and some people get all jimmied up
by prints of soup cans. I like personified animals smoking pipes.
Those differences are fascinating to me. The most gratifying aspect of art, for me, has been the community. There’s something
beautiful about two people geeking out over a piece art together,
or someone else art, or each others art. Of all the different ways
two people could have felt about a random combination of lines
and color, they felt the same. The Art Department facilitates
instances like this and many more. I also need to extend a thank
you to Mr. Newland for being the Professor Oak of my art adventure. He has been incredibly supportive and without him, I would
have been lost in the tall grass from the very start.

VISIONEERS

Memorial High School was represented at the 2013 Visioneers Design competition by award-winning competitors from its Art Club. Visioneers is an annual design
competition held at UW-Milwaukee’s Peck School of Arts.
Students create long-term design projects in categories
such as fashion design, graphic design, and animation.
They present their work to professional designers who
judged their projects compared to other students from
around Wisconsin. Then, students have to think on their
feet and design another project the day of the competition.
This is the only design competition of its kind in the whole
United States! Two Memorial Competitors won both short
and long-term challenges in their categories! Congratulations to Sam Rosenthal for his animation wins and Maddie
Stevens for her digital photography wins! A big congratulations to the whole team for their innovative designs and
hard work: Diana Li, Houa Kong Meng Thao, Xeng Van,
Cassie Trask, and Allie Trask. Way to go designers!

“Always assessing and evaluating
his own work, Noah’s constant
drive towards self-improvement
makes his potential as an artist limitless.” --Mr. Newland

“I heard a student once explain that Dietrich wasn’t human, but was an angel sent to help us. It explains a lot. If
he is human, he’s the kindest one I know.” -Mrs. Ford
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FIRST
Srikar
Chaitannya Chet
Alana
Lauren
Zohra
Besma
Hannah
Marina
Erik
McKenna
Grace
Kattarina
Haley
Willa
Josephine
Evangeline
Andrea
David
Emma
Cora
Madeline
Isabelle
Stephen
Joel
Ke'Yaune
Zachary
Sachin
Chris
Mai
Christian
Mary Jo
Hannah
Mary
Ryan
Joe
Jack
Jessi
Corinne
Alessandra
Sophia
Marisela
Eli
Katrina
Madeline
Dylan
Ogden
Gretchen
Christopher
Sophia
Meg
Nicholas

LAST NAME
Adibhatla
Agni
Alderson
Alexander
Almagri
Aly
Anderson
Awes
Bakker
Becker
Braun
Bunke
Burns
Cai
Carlin
Carlson
Carlson
Christensen
Cibula
Collins
Cook Slivern
Cooperstein
Coss
Cryer
Depray Buchanan
DeWerd
Dharwadker
Diaczun
Doua Lee
Eggers
Elder
Eldridge
Erikson
Fallon
Ferguson
Feria
Ford
Franz
Gaglio
Gerdes
Gomez-Castellanos
Gomez
Gonzales
Grandin
Gray
Greene
Greene
Grulke
Hahn
Hamele
Hanauer

WHERE THEY ARE GOING!
UW- Madison
University of Wisconsin - Madison
UW-Milwaukee
Universtiy of Wisconsin La Crosse
Bard College
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Carthage College
Hanze hogeschool Groningen, The
UW-Madison
University of Southern California
University of Wisconsin - Madison
South West Minnesota State
UW-Madison
Bemidji State University
UW-Platteville University
MATC
MATC
Grinnell College
Arizona State University
Madison College
UW Madison
UW-Milwaukee
UW-Madison
Lakeland
Belmont University
New York University
UW-Madison
MATC transfer
The George Washington University
Drake University
University of Minnesota- Twin Cities
Northwestern University
UW Milwaukee
UW Madison
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
United States Naval Academy
DePaul University
Marquette University
Macalester College
Edgewood College
UW Madison
UW Madison
University Of New Hampshire
UW Milwaukee
UW Madison
Macalester College
UW Milwaukee
Saint Olaf College
UW-Madison
UW- Madison

Robin
Charles
Jill
Sam
Kelsey
Monika
Brady
David
James
Brianna
Claire
Marissa
Logan
Tyler
Laurel
Allison
Carrie
Jasmine
Jaclyn
Anna
Lily
Mady
Arcadia
Guntash
Kayla
Kelsey
Emily
Mitchell
Christopher
Betsy
Toni
Ryan
Cory
Riley
Nina
Andrew
Alyssa
Christina
Samantha
Paige
Ana Gabriela
Alessandra
Hadassah
Chaz
Patrick
Nick

Hartung
He
Heilman
Helle
Hellenbrand
Hetzler
Hirshfeld
Ho
Holmquest
Hoover
Hornacek
Hoyer
Hrabovksy
Hulsey
Hunt
Hunter
Ip
Jackson
Jensen
Jenson
Johnson
Joy
Katzenberger
Kaur
Kinney
Knutson
Koebke-Barsic
Kohrs
Kornell
Kunz
LaBreche
Lamb
Lawson
Lenoch
Littman
Liu
Lutz
Ma
Maglio
Martin
Martinez
Maurtua
McCloskey
McGee
McNulty
Menninga

UW La Crosse
Harvard University
UW La Crosse
UW Madison
Aveda Institute
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
UW Madison
University of Wisconsin-Madison
UW Madison
UW-Greenbay
UW Madison
UW Madison
Madison College
UW-Milwaukee
University of Minnesota- Twin Cities
Boston University
UW-Madison
Alverno College
Viterbo University
UW Stout
UW Green Bay
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Undecided
AIB school of business
UW-Madison
MATC
UW River Falls
MATC
UW-Madison
UW-LaCrosse
MATC
MATC
UW Madison
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Duke University
University of Minnesota
Wellesley
UW-Eau Claire
UW Oshkosh
SWTJC
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
AmeriCorps
Madison College
University of WIsconsin - Whitewater
UW-Milwaukee
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WHERE ARE THEY GOIN
Bemidji State

UM

Lewis & Clark College
Macalester College
St. Cloud State
Saint Olaf College
Southwest MN State
Winona State

UW-L
Viter

Grinnell College
AIB
Drake Univer

E

UC-Berkeley

Aveda Institute
UC-San Diego

SWTJC
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NG?

1-4 reported student attending
5-19 reported students attending
20+ reported students attending
40+ reported students attending

UW-Stout
UW-Eau Claire
Northcentral Tech

M-Twin Cities

Lawrence University
UW-Greenbay

UW

-M

ad

iso
n

UW-Oshkosh

La Crosse
rbo University
UW-Platteville

rsity

Edgewood College

Beloit College

Lakeland College

University of New Hampshire
Harvard University
Boston University
Wellesley College

Bard College

Alverno College
Marquette University
UW-Milwaukee
NYU
Carthage College
University
of
Pittsburgh
Lake Forest College
Loyola University
DePaul University
U.S. Naval Academy
Northwestern

MATC

George Washington University

UW-Whitewater

University of Kentucky
Duke University
Belmont University
University of Georgia
Savannah College of Art & Design

OTHER
New Zealand
Hanze hogeschool Groningen
(The Netherlands)
Undecided
Gap Year, travel
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Michael
Daniel
Isaiah
Aaron
Owen
Rachel
Brooke
Tyler
Azze
Trang
Alexander
Sara
Alex
Amien
Annalisa
Kristina
Ruth
Carlie
Joshua
Nive
Katherine
Tarjani
Caroline
Ashley
Annie
Amelia
Amanda
Ehren
Andrea
Adam
Sohil
Kelly
Jamie
Dhool

Meyer
Miller
Mitchell
Moller
Monsma
Mortensen
Mortensen
Moses
Ngo
Nguyen
Nguyen
Normington
Osborn
Paust
Pendl
Pendl
Percival
Perez-Guerra
Peters
Prabakaran
Quintanilla
Ranade
Riese
Roloff
Rosebear-Ace
Rossa
Schofield
Schultz
Schultz
Schuman
Shah
Shen
Sheskey
Siad

University of Wisconsin-Madison
MATC
University of Wisconsin-Madison
MATC
Onward
University of Kentucky
University of WI-Madison
UW Madison
UC-San Diego
University of Georgia
UW Madison
UW La Crosse
Edgewood University
UW-Madison
Winona state
Madison College
Macalester College
University of Wisconsin-Madison
UW Madison
UW-Eau Claire
MATC
University of Wisconsin- Madison
University of Madison-Wisconsin
Northcentral Technical College
Madison College
UW Madison
MATC
UW-Madison
UW-Milwaukee
UW- Lacrosse
UW-Madison
UC- Berkeley
UW-Madison
UW-Madison

Jhanay
Olivia
Adelaide
Allison
Jake
Alexandra
Kira
Zoe
Shawn
Anna
Michael

Smith
Smith
Sobotik
Statz
Sullivan
Sweet
Tobin
Townsend
Tredinnick
Troia
Turng

Savannah College of Art and Design
Spelman College
University of Wisconsin--Madison
St. Cloud State
UW Oshkosh
UW Milwaukee
Lewis and Clark College
UW-Madison
MATC Transfer Program
MATC/ TRANSFER
UW Madison

Madeline
Kieran
Sydney
Lily
Tasha
Maria
Ryan
Sarah
Jester
Michael
Jonah
Thejas
Jon
Christopher
Bethany
Shane
Edwin
William
Mai Houa
Shuruthy
Branavan
Abraham

Udvari-Solner
Valley
Vandervest
Veldran
Vernon
Vizcarra
Wall
Wang
Weah
Webb
Weisse
Wesley
Wilkins
Winchell
Wolkoff
Wood
Wu
Xiang
Yang
Yogarajah
Yogarajah
Yoo

University of Wisconsin - Madison
MATC
New Zealand
Lake Forest College
Loyola University Chicago
University of Wisconsin - Madison
University of Wisconsin-Madison
University of Wisconsin-Madison
University of Pittsburgh
UW Milwaukee
UW-La Crosse
UW-Madison
UW-Eau Claire
MATC
Lawrence University
Beloit College
Northwestern University
University of Wisconsin-Madison
MATC
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Lawrence University

10% OFF any catering
order of $100 or more
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The Sword and Shield celebrates
Spartan Athletes! JMM TOUGH.

By Jessi Ford
Being a three sport athlete all four years of high school is, to be
put simply, quite the commitment. There is a reason why there
were only three people this year and barely any students in years
past. Putting aside having to deal with school work on top of
practice all year, switching from sport to sport with limited, or no
breaks, can be stressful on both the mind and body. To put this in
perspective, imagine finishing a state swimming meet, with only
Sunday to rest, and then waking up early for basketball try outs
Monday morning. If you cannot picture it, I can tell you that I
spent two weeks hobbling around the hallways before the soreness went away. Above all, I believe the main reason three sport
athletes are hard to come by is that most athletes choose to focus
on only one sport in order to ensure maximum performance in
that one particular sport. Undoubtedly, this is what I found most
challenging competing in multiple sports when swimming was
always my number one priority. However, to sound ridiculously
corny, I wouldn’t trade all of the soreness, the late night cramming
for tests, and the minimal leisure time for all the memories and
friendships I made being on multiple teams all four years, and I
think Nick and Marissa would agree.
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(above) Haley Burns and Mary
Erikson going to Southwest
Minnesota State and Northewestern University for Soccer.
Memorial Soccer players: Eric
Melotte (left) going to Whitewater.

Wisconsin Sport
Network Athlete of the Week;
Jeremy Temprano (for the week
of Nov 26- Dec
2, 2012. Madison
Memorial’s only
athlete ever to
win the Wisconsin Army Nation
Guard sponsored
event.

Shane Wood
playing baseball
for Beloit College.
Marissa Hoyer, Nick Hanauer and Jessi Ford

Khadijah Wilson
is attending Rend
Lake and playing
basketball.

JMMHS SWIMMERS

Bridget Jost is
attending Madison
College and playing softball.

Nick Menninga, Jeremy Temprano, Ben Immerfall (back
row) going to UW-Milwaukee, Iowa State, and Stephen’s
Point, Robin Hartung, Jessi Ford and Allison Statz (front
row) going to UW-LaCrosse, Naval Academy and St. Cloud.

Sam Helle and Marissa Hoyer will
attend UW-Madison
and row crew.
Jonah Weisse will attend UW-LaCrosse for CC and Track
Corinne Franz will throw for DePaul University.
Gretchen Greene will attend Macalester College for CC &
Track. Sara Normington will attend UW-La Crosse for CC
& Track
Jester Weah,
Jon Wilkins, Joe
Ferguson, and
Adam Schuman
going to University of Pittsburg,
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire,
UW-Madison, and
U niversity of Wisconsin-La Crosse, all for Football.

Brendan Ortiz is
playing basketball
at Jackson State.
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William
Xiang,
Senior

PREP PROFILES

The Sword and Shield recognizes
senior Boys Tennis and Baseball
players as part of the June Senior
Edition.
Srikar
Adibhatla,
Senior

Favorite
Class:
Calculus
Current
Sport:
Tennis
Career
Highlights:
Wins over
Verona and
Middleton,
Nicolet
Invite, 1st
at Wausau
invite
I love
Tennis because: It’s both a team and
individual sport
Season goal: State
Other sports: Cross Country
I love being a Spartan because: They
are the classiest people on I know
Most memorable moment in sports: 3
set comeback victory over Verona
Most embarrassing moment in sports:
Yelling “Let’s go” before the point
ended… and then losing the point.
Everyone on the team knows me as
that guy who... Is always talking to the
ladies
Pregame music playlist: Pregame.
Pregame fuel: Belvita breakfast crackers
Most inspirational teammate: Will/
Jamy
Favorite Athlete: Charles Woodson
Favorite opponent: Middleton
I wish I could compete against:
Marquette University High School
Favorite movie: Coach Carter
Favorite TV show: Revolution
I describe myself as: Fun, friendly,
sarcastic
I look up to: Prashanth Prabakaran
I can’t live without: Veggie Sticks
I wish I could meet: Shawn Johnson
During the Olympics I watched:
Gymnastics, Swimming, Track and Field,
Water Polo
Did you know: I can flip my eyelids
Post-High school plans: UW-Madison
majoring in chem
On the bucket list: Win big at Vegas
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Favorite
Class:
Anatomy and
Physiology
Current
Sport: Tennis
Career
Highlights:
Beating
Middleton in
the deciding
match to
hand them
their first
conference
loss in
several years, winning Sectionals at
#1 Doubles, and qualifying for the
individual State tournament
I love Tennis because: It’s one of the
rare sports that requires just as much
mental fortitude as physical talent to
succeed.
Season goal: Win a match at State
Other sports: N/A
I love being a Spartan because:
Memorial has an amazingly diverse
student population that is united
through so many different interests,
whether they’re in athletics, music, or
other extracurriculars.
Most memorable moment in sports:
Feeling the thrill of being introduced in
the Varsity lineup for the first time as a
freshman
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: Going on to get double bageled
that very match against Eau Claire
Memorial
Everyone on the team knows me
as that guy who… looks for his
backhands.
Pregame music playlist: Kid Cudi,
Eminem, Kanye West, Black Eyed Peas
Pregame fuel: Granola bars, peanut
butter, or cheese with crackers
Most inspirational teammate: Connor
Koval
Favorite Athlete: Roger Federer and
Randy Moss
Favorite opponent: Verona High
School
I wish I could compete against:
Marquette University High School
Favorite movie: Pulp Fiction
Favorite TV show: The Mentalist
I describe myself as: Sarcastically
witty, curious.
I look up to: My teachers and coaches
I can’t live without… our post-match
food basket
I wish I could meet: Christian Bale
During the Olympics I watched:
Swimming, Gymnastics, Tennis
Did you know… I’ve been to the
Olympics.
Post-High school plans: Attend UWMadison in the fall
On the bucket list: Go to a Grand
Slam final

Chris Diaczun, Senior

Favorite Class: Advanced cellular
economic studies
Current Sport: Tennis
Career Highlights: Third place at
Conference, fourth place at Sectionals,
and Most Improved Player
I love Tennis because: It’s fun, I am
good at it, and the atmosphere is amazing
Season goal: Win Conference, go to
State as an individual, and qualify as a
team
Other sports: Men’s swimming and
Boys cross country
I love being a Spartan because: I like
the people at Memorial
Most memorable moment in sports:
Watching the swim team win three State
Championships in a row
Most embarrassing moment in sports:
During my first race ever last year for
cross country. I didn’t know how to
run the race so I took it out to hard. I
eventually became oxygen deprived and
thought it was okay to stop in the middle
of the race and urinate in the woods in
front of the fans and the fellow racers.
Everyone on the team knows me as
that guy who… Is comfortable
Pregame music playlist: Eminem (lose
yourself)
Pregame fuel: Good ol’ H20
Most inspirational teammate: Andrew
Liu
Favorite Athlete: Close toss up between
Alex Morgan and Maria Sharapova
Favorite opponent: Jacob Bogost
I wish I could compete against: Caleb
Ennis
Favorite movie: Dude Where’s My Car
Favorite TV show: How I Met Your
Mother
I describe myself as: Outgoing, Fun,
Witty
I look up to: My Mom
I can’t live without: Sports
I wish I could meet: Jennifer Anniston
During the Olympics I watched:
Women’s Gymnastics
Did you know? I’m Colombian
Post-High school plans: Attend UW
Madison
On the bucket list: Cliff/Sky Diving and
attend The Super Bowl

Ryan Wall,
Senior

Favorite Class:
CAMM, this year.
Current Sport:
Baseball
Career
Highlights: This
is my first year of
Varsity baseball,
but I hope to make
a few this year!
I love Baseball
because: It takes a
lot of mental focus
and it requires
players to be in top
physical condition to perform well. Plus, it’s
America’s pastime!
Season goal: An appearance in the State
tournament.
Other sports: Cross Country (4 years),
Basketball (2 years)
I love being a Spartan because: Of the
successful tradition each sport boasts
and because Spartans exhibit the best
sportsmanship.
Most memorable moment in sports:
Running in the Sectional Cross Country meet
as a senior.
Most embarrassing moment in sports:
None that I can recall, thankfully.
Everyone on the team knows me as that
guy who… Is good at running.
Pregame music playlist: Meek Mill or Rick
Ross.
Pregame fuel: Water and Fruit :))
Most inspirational teammate: Riley Lenoch
Favorite Athlete: Derrick Rose now, but for
some reason I liked Ben Wallace as a kid.
Favorite opponent: Madison West
I wish I could compete against: The St.
Louis Cardinals.
Favorite movie: Glory Road
Favorite TV show: Psych
I describe myself as: Funny and outgoing
I look up to: My parents
I can’t live without: The internet.
I wish I could meet: Burton Guster
During the Olympics I watched: Michael
Phelps
Did you know? I was born in Chicago.
Post-High school plans: Attend UWMadison
On the bucket list: Visit every continent,
minus Antarctica.

Shane Wood,
Senior

Favorite Class:
English
Current Sport:
Baseball
Career
Highlights: I’ve
had some pretty
cool catches in
the outfield
I love Baseball
because: Just
being at the
ballpark always
puts me in a good
mood
Season goal:
Win the
conference
Other sports: MSCR basketball
T-CATS!
I love being a Spartan because: It is the
Memorial way
Most memorable moment in sports:
The JV game against West that ended at
11:30 PM
Most embarrassing moment in sports:
I stole third but there was another runner
on the base
Everyone on the team knows me as
that guy who… Doesn’t see colors very
well
Pregame music playlist: Country,
Kanye, and classic rock
Pregame fuel: Sunflower seeds and
Gatorade
Most inspirational teammate: Riley
Lenoch
Favorite Athlete: Ryan Braun
Favorite opponent: West
I wish I could compete against: Justin
Verlander
Favorite movie: Tommy Boy
Favorite TV show: It’s Always Sunny In
Philadelphia
I describe myself as: Laid-back
I look up to: My 3 older siblings
I can’t live without: Cinnamon Life
cereal and my iPod
I wish I could meet: Robin Yount
During the Olympics I watched:
Swimming and Basketball
Did you know? I am 7 years younger
than my closest sibling and 13 years
younger than my oldest sibling
Post-High school plans: Beloit College
and play baseball
On the bucket list: Go to every Major
League Baseball stadium

Riley Lenoch, Senior

Favorite Class: Anatomy and
Physiology of course.
Current Sport: Baseball
Career Highlights: I got a base hit on
varsity when my brother was on first. He
reached third base.
I love Baseball because: It is a game of
strategy. The mentally toughest team can
beat anyone.
Season goal: To win the Big Eight
Conference.
Other sports: Swimming
I love being a Spartan because: It
seems like all other teams are intimidated
by us—in certain sports that is.
Most memorable moment in sports:
When Jeremy Temprano won the 200
I.M. at State this year.
Most embarrassing moment in sports:
In Little League I laid a bunt down and
ran to third instead of first.
Everyone on the team knows me as
that guy who…Can’t figure out the
picnic game.
Pregame music playlist: (walk-up song)
Relax-Freddie Goes to Hollywood
Pregame fuel: A banana and some
peanut butter.
Most inspirational teammate: Jeremy
or Jared Eichorst when he’s hitting well.
Favorite Athlete: Bucky Lasek, because
we have the same birthday.
Favorite opponent: West, we have been
playing each other since we were 9 years
old.
I wish I could compete against: Pablo
Sanchez and the Backyard Baseball crew.
Favorite movie: The Usual Suspects or
Pulp Fiction
Favorite TV show: Breaking Bad
I describe myself as: Somebody who
loves the great outdoors.
I look up to: My three older brothers
I can’t live without:Target brand Fruit
Snacks.
I wish I could meet: Arwen Undomiel
from Lord Of The Rings.
During the Olympics I watched:
Swimming and gymnastics.
Did you know? I’m Red-Green color
blind.
Post-High school plans: Going to UWMadison in the fall.
On the bucket list: I want to do an
Ironman one day.
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Aaron Moller--Owning a very nice hat.
Abraham Yoo--I will still be in a school studying as a graduate
student or I will be in military.
Adam James Schuman--Married to Mary Erikson :)
Alessandra Gaglio--Owning an ice cream truck
Alessandra Maurtua--In ten years I hope to major in
architecture and have a good job in that field. Would like to
make enough money to travel around the world, and help out
families in need.
Alex Osborn--With a family, 2 kids, and a successful job and
over all life.
Alexander Nguyen--I hopefully will be finishing medical school.
Alexandra Sweet--living on the beach in a cardboard box
Allison Hunter--Living on a vineyard somewhere in Europe.
Allison Statz--Married to Justin Bieber, settled down with 3
kids and 1 on the way. With a dog
Alyssa Lutz--Married to Harry Styles.
Amien Paust--Underground slam poet in Paris, professional
dog walker on the side.
Ana Gabriela Martinez--Comming back to Madison often to
say hi to everyone who opened their heart to me :)
Andrea Schultz--Hopefully not in jail.
Andrew Liu--Doctor
Anna Troia--Hopefully with a good stable job, enjoying myself
and maybe even a family!
Annalisa Pendl--In ten years after getting my masters in social
work, I hope to finding a job working as an adoption counselor
helping all the children without homes or not safe at their own
homes.
Annie Rosebear-Ace--Teaching elementary school, married
and happy.
Arcadia Katzenberger--Pursuing a career as an art teacher,
having a family of my own, and being very happy.
Azze Ngo--In med school and somehow trekking the globe.
Besma Aly--I see myself living in a cottage in rural England
with 5 kids and a gorgeous husband living life...... Or
completing my residency at the UW..... Most likely. Yep. Who
knows?
Bethany Wolkoff--Haven’t thought much beyond still being
alive.
Brady Hirshfeld--My peaceful slumber is suddenly broken with
the playful poke of a heavy paw. Jolted awake, I adjust my eyes
and identify the culprit. “Cuddles,” I laugh, as my vision comes
into focus, “you know you’re now allowed in here.” “Oh, right,
sorry, Mr. Brady,”
Branavan Yogarajah--Homeless
Brooke Mortensen--Hopefully living somewhere warmer!
Carlie Perez-Guerra--In 10 years hopefully i will be done with
school and working at the children’s hospital here in madison.
Caroline Riese--Finally finishing school.
Chaitannya “Chet” Agni--Positively affecting people’s lives
through which ever career I follow.
Chaz McGee--I’m not sure. But that’s the fun of it, right?
Christian Merrell Eggers--In a fellowship to become a
pediatric cardiologist.
Christopher Kornell--I will be the Kingpin of New York and
will be living in the Statue of Liberty, which will be made into a
penthouse.
Claire Hornacek--Hopefully I’m a college graduate and have a
successful career and most importantly am happy.
Cora Collins--With lots of cats
Corinne Franz--I hope to find myself doing something I love,
maybe starting a family, traveling or at the olympics.
Cory (Chewbacca) Lawson--Co-managing a custom design
clothing store with Ryan Fallon.
David Christensen--Hopefully doing something I want to do
David Ho--Doing my residency.
Dylan Gray--I see myself still getting turnt up and pullin chicks
with my bros.
Emily Koebke Barsic--Happy and doing something I love.
Erik Bakker--I see myself living in the Madison area.
Evangeline Rose Carlson--Working as a crime scene
technician, married -to Colton Haynes or Jensen Ackles,preferably with at least one -biological or adopted- child. Ideally
living in Madison.
Gary Oak--Viridian City Gym Leader
Guntash Kaur--Married, living in Chicago.
Hadassah McCloskey--I see myself helping others
and making a positive difference in the world. I want
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to change the perspective that people have on human nature
and advancement.
Haley Burns--Working
Hannah Anderson--I’ll probably be somewhere faaaaar away
from here, like Australia, making lots of lawyer money.
Hannah Constance Eldridge--Completing my medical training
to go on to be a physician.
Jack Feria--Thirty, flirty, and thriving.
Jake Sullivan--Hopefully happy. As log as I’m happy, I don’t
care where I am.
James Holmquest--In school still -_Jasmine Jackson—Happy (cliche’ I know)
Jessi Ford--On a beach somewhere surrounded by loved
ones.
Jester Weah--Hopefully playing in the NFL on Sundays,
supporting my family and lovely mother.
Jesús Rojas--Coaching the Memorial Wrestling Team.
Jhanay A. Smith--Working for Vogue Magazine as a
Photographer
Jill Marie Heilman--I hope to be married and a really good
mommy that goes on vacations and works out a lot.
Joe Ferguson--Settling down with my wifey
Joel Cryer--Inventing full-time; starting a nonprofit organization
if the inventing is successful enough
Jon Wilkins--Runnin the family bidness
Josephine Carlin--I see myself in either Mexico or London,
working for a major international company. I hope to be married
and possibly have one kid, who knows? I hope to still also be in
contact with some of the people I have met in High School.
Joshua Peters--Hopefully working in a steady job with a wife
and possibly kids.
Katherine Quintanilla--On Mars
Kattarina Rose Bunke--Drawing by day, stalking British actors
by night.
Kelsey Hellenbrand--Living somewhere warm
Kelsey Knutson--Living next door to Sammy Maglio.
Ke’Yaune Depray Buchanan--I see Myself as a Pilot,
Olympian, or Both
Kieran Matthew Fitzgerald-Valley--Space
Kristina Pendl--I see my self being a successful veternarian
and getting married to a great husband and having a couple of
kids.
Lauren Alexander--In Med School and I’ll have an awesome
dog.
Lily Johnson--I see myself with fifteen cats and alone. Just
kidding. Successful and I will discover a huge find in an
excavation sight.
Lily Veldran--With a doctorate in neuroscience working
in a lab, possibly in Chicago, working on new neurological
treatments
Logan Hrabovksy--In L.A. sitting on my leather chair infront
of my fire place, admiring all of the Oscars I have won. I will be
wearing a cashmere robe smoking some of the finest tobacco
in a churchwarden. I’ll have a lime green 2007 Lamborghini
Murcielago and a private j
Madeline Grandin--Hopefully I will be finishing up Medical
School, turning my goal for today into a reality.
Madeline Rose Cook Silvern--Traveling and seeing the world.
Mady Joy--Starting a family and beginning my nursing career
helping in the children’s cancer center.
Mai Doua Lee--Working, traveling the world, carefree and
happy
Mai Houa Yang--In ten years, i see myself happy. I am just
simply happy with my life and my job. I don’t know what my job
will be but just as long as I’m smiling and proud. I would be in
Hawaii by then on vacation hopefully. I will be living a good life.
Maria Vizcarra--Playing in a professional orchestra and
teaching flute.
Marisela Gomez-Castellanos--I see myself working with the
FBI.
Marissa Hoyer--Married and teaching
Mary Erikson--Married to Michael Webb
Mary Jo Elder--I see myself finished with school and practicing
patent law for a firm in sunny, warm California.
McKenna Colleen Becker--Somewhere warmer.
Meg Hamele--I don’t care as long as I have at least one dog
Michael David Meyer--Medical Residency
Michael Turng--Behind a desk or on a boat.
Michael Webb--Living by the ocean with my family.

Nazhat Amiri

Lauren Elizabeth Johnson

McKenna Colleen Becker

Marlene Elizabeth Jones

Samuel Arthur Blum

Casey Johnston Jordan

Aliyah Shanice Bolles

Bridget Marie Jost

Kattarina Rose Bunke

Elizabeth Lynn Kunz

Angela Chien

Matthew Jinsup Lee

Emily Chu

Riley McCabe Lenoch

Emma Simone Cibula

Nina Jeanne Littman

Alexander Bruce Cramer

Tasi-Jo Olivia McFarlane

Christopher James Diaczun

Nicholas Hons Menninga

Mario Dominguez, Jr.

Owen Scott Monsma

Jared Michael Eichorst

Brooke Morgan Mortensen

Mary Josephine Elder

John Tyler Moses

Hannah Constance Eldridge

Azze Kim Ngo

Caleb Ronald Ennis

Sara Brittany Normington

Mary Paige Erikson

Henry David Patterson

Ryan Timothy Fallon

Joshua Robert Glenn Peters

Marisa Ana Figueroa

Margaret Anna Palmer Radl

Jessika Lynn Ford

Tarjani Milind Ranade

Corinne Rose Franz

Amelia Mae Rossa

Eli Andrew Gomez

Adam James Schuman

Marisela Gomez-Castellanos

Kylie Anne Stevens

Madeline Rose Grandin

Robert James Strauss

Ogden Riley Greene

Alice Jankowski Sullivan

Leanne Christine Hagen

Michael Turng

Sophia Eva Hahn

Jenny Vang

Alice Rae Herman

Emily Rose Vermeulen

Monika Louise Hetzler

Ryan Patrick Wall

James Philip Holmquest

Leigh Anna Whisenant

Claire Josephine Hornacek

Justin Minh Xayarinh

Noah Welter Huber

Abraham Yoo

Tyler Aide Hulsey

Emelie Rae Ziegelhoffer

Srikar Nagarama Adibhatla
Chaitannya Krishan Agni
Besma Ezzatt Aly
Anupama Bhattacharya
Grace Ellen Braun
Brody Joshua Brunner
Julian Dominique Cagnazzo
Kevin Yin Cao
Addison Marie Clearwood
Isabelle Brunet Cooperstein
Joel Garland Cryer
Sachin Dharwadker
Leah Maria Fulmer
Sophia Louise Gerdes
Katrina Bo Gonzales
Gretchen Thompson Greene
Meg Catherine Hamele
Nicholas John Hanauer
Charles Zhuoheng He
Caroline Emily Hornung
Marissa Lynne Hoyer
Laurel Joan Hunt
Allison Amy Hunter
Kelsey Marie Knutson
Daniel Li Li
Joshua Daniel Lin
Andrew Yechen Liu
Alyssa Jordan Lutz

Mitchell Kohrs--I don’t know maybe
space travel will more advanced and
i will be touring Mars or building our
next star ship on our new moon base. Whatever i’m doing i
hope it is awesome.
Monika Louise Hetzler--Hopefully designing costumes for
plays and movies, living in New York or L.A. But who knows! I
just want to be happy.
Nicholas Hanauer--Working
Nick Menninga--Starting a family as a successful engineer.
Nina Littman--Working at my dream job and starting my family.
Nive Prabakaran--Not sure, but I’m going to enjoy getting
there.
Owen Monsma--Living in Shanghai, working on my novel,
living in the moment,
Paige Kathleen Martin--Married to Zac Efron... With four kids
and being a cop!
Patrick McNulty--Working at GolinHarris, or a similar PR firm.
Rachel Mortensen--In a foreign country, curing cancer,
providing clean water for the world population, feeding starving
children, while knitting a sweater to fit in with the locals.
Riley McCabe Lenoch--I’ll be living in the Rocky Mountains in
Colorado.
Ruth Percival--Hopefully done with graduate school and
working at a job that I enjoy.
Ryan Fallon--Directing a full scale movie and attending the
Oscars with a nominated film.
Ryan Lamb--Finished with college, job in a relevant field,
married, and a fairly stable life.
Ryan Patrick Wall--livin in the chi.
Sachin Dharwadker--Struggling valiantly to make my first
feature-length screenplay into a movie while cowering in the
shadow of federal debt.
Samantha Maglio--Nursing and hopefully thinking about
getting married and starting a family!!!
Sara Normington--Having a good job
Shane Wood--Being a sports writer

Christina Yiyan Ma
Mariel Gah-Yee Ma
Juan Pedro Martinez
Michael David Meyer
Isaiah Paul Holst Mitchell
Rachel Anne Mortensen
Sydney Lea Mueller
Trang Xuan Nguyen
Brett Julian Oberg
Amien Atteyih Paust
Ruth Emily Percival
Aaron Taylor Senson
Sohil Rohit Shah
Kelly Shen
Jamie Li Sheskey
Vishavdeep Singh
Adelaide Mila Sobotik
John Joseph Springer
Zoe Amelia Townsend
Madeline Rae Udvari-Solner
Anthony Joseph Walker
Sarah Fang Wang
Jonah Benedict Weisse
Thejas Satish Wesley
Bethany Nicole Wolkoff
Edwin Ye Wu
William Xiang
Branavan Yogarajah
Shuruthy Yogarajah
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Shawn Tredinnick--I see myself
with my masters from UW
Madison, having a job I love and
starting a family.
Shuruthy Yogarajah--In my
wildest dream I’d be working for
Google, but mostly I just hope to
be happy!
Sohil Shah--I see myself finishing my residency and starting
my first year as a full-fledged physician specializing in internal
medicine.
Sophia Gerdes--Working in the Foreign Service, traveling the
world.
Srikar Adibhatla--Finishing up Med School! Hit me up if you
ever fall down or need assistance or something.
Stephen Mark Coss--Twerking all over the world.
Tasha Vernon--I’m not really sure where i see myself in 10
years, graduated college and working, maybe married! Ten
years is a long ways off, i just want to be happy, have a good
job, and be able to spend lots of time with my family and
friends!! Or maybe ill be famous
Thejas Wesley--Engineering Professor-teaching, researching,
and also working in developing countries
Toni LaBreche--Traveling, working at a nifty job, making a
difference, and spending lots of time surrounded by nice people
and cute dogs.
Tyler Aide Hulsey--a doctor, saving for a house, buff as hell,
and married to my girlfriend
Tyler Moses--Happy
William Xiang--Hopefully in the blossoming stages of a stable
career
Zachary DeWerd--Working/opening my own recording studio,
wife, kids, dog, American Dream
Zoe Ameila Townsend--I’d like to be teaching high school
English, have a book published, and be happy. Then again,
living in a cardboard box in an alley with 12 cats works, too.
Zohra A. Almagri--New York , working as a jouanlist
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“I can resist anything but temptation”
- Oscar Wilde --Aaron Moller
“F as in your grade” - Mr. Ulrich
--Abraham Yoo
“If you aint first your last” -Ricky
Bobby --Adam Schuman
“This will be our reply to violence: to
make music more intensely, more
beautifully, more devotedly that ever

before.” - Leonard Bernstein –Alana Alderson
“To live is the rarest thing in the world. Most people just exist.” -Oscar Wilde --Alessandra Gaglio
Rocky Balboa: “But it ain’t about how hard you hit. It’s about how hard you can get hit and keep moving forward...”
--Alex Osborn
Life is too important to take seriously. -Corky Siegel --Alexander Nguyen
life is short, you can sleep when you’re dead-unknown --Alexandra Sweet
“Never let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game” -A Cinderella Story --Allison Hunter
“Disc is Life” -Laura Schott --Allison Statz
“Never far enough!” -Paige Martin --Alyssa Lutz
“I don’t care” -Daniel Raabe --Amien Paust
“stars are wishes waiting to come true”.- Me --Ana Gabriela Martinez
“Sometimes you wake up. Sometimes the fall kills you. And sometimes when you fall you fly.” -Neil Gaiman --Andrea
Schultz
Always follow your heart. --Anna Troia
“So be sure when you step, you step with great tact. And remember that life’s a great balencing act. And will you
succeed? Yes you will indeed! (98 and 3/4 percent guaranteed). Kid, you’ll move mountains!” -Dr.Seuss --Annalisa
Pendl
Yolo - Drake --Annie Rosebear-Ace
“For a true hero isn’t measured by the size of his strength, but by the strength of his heart.”-Zeus, Hercules --Arcadia
Ivy Katzenberger
“Behind every great man is a woman rolling her eyes” -Jim Carry --Azze Ngo
“What does less than three (<3) mean?” - Ms. Staley --Besma Aly
“Don’t use the right hand rule with your left hand.” --Mr. King --Bethany Wolkoff
“And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance, I hope you dance.” -Lee Ann Womack --Betsy Kunz
“If I could -- If it was --- If I was --- Ffff.... Never mind. I’m stupid.” -Camden --Brady Hirshfeld
“Yesterday is History, Tomorrow a Mystery, Today is a Gift, That’s why it’s called the Present”
--Branavan Yogarajah
“Another great day,” --Mr.Jones --Brianna Hoover
“Hmmm.... it’s like these quotations are jumping out from behind trees and scaring people.” --Mr. Vander Ark --Brooke
Mortensen
“Knowing is better than wondering. Waking is better than sleeping. And even the biggest failure, even the worst, most
intractable mistake beats the hell out of never trying.” - Meredith Grey --Caroline Riese
“Differences of habit and language are nothing at all if our aims are identical and our hearts are open.”
-Albus Dumbledore --Chaitannya “Chet” Agni
“The Arc of the Moral Universe Is Long, but It Bends Toward Justice” ― Martin Luther King Jr. --Charles He
“Light me, blazer!” ~The Crew --Chaz McGee
She is clothed in strength and dignity and she laughs without fear of the future. -Proverbs 31:25 --Christian Eggers
“Come cuddle in my furs.” -Sadhana Pittala --Christina Ma
“The only real mystery in life is why the Kamkazee pilots wore helmets” -Al McGuire --Christopher Grulke
“Light me Blazer” -Chaz McGee --Christopher Kornell
“Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind” -Dr.
Suess --Cora Collins
“You gain strength, courage, and confidence by every experience in
which you really stop to look fear in the face.” ~Eleanor Roosevelt
--Corinne Franz
“You can possess every tool in the world with all it’s resources, but
without direction you are left with another dump.” -Cory Lawson --Cory
(Chewbacca) Lawson
“War never changes. Men do, through the roads they walk” - Ron
Perlman --Daniel Miller
“Because if he doesn’t like you, this is all a moo point...Yeah, it’s like a
cow’s opinion. It just doesn’t matter. It’s moo.”-Joey Tribbiani --David
Ho
I wanna go to Ireland so I can meet some sweet dudes. -Sam
Sutherland --Dylan Gray
God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, The
courage to change the things I can,
And wisdom to know the difference. -Niebuhr --Edwin Wu
“Better mad with the rest of the world than wise alone.” -Ssips Original Lemon Iced Tea --Ehren Schultz
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“I can’t see when my eyes are closed” - Anonymous --Eli Gomez
“Being happy doesn’t mean that everything is perfect. It means that you’ve decided to
look beyond the imperfections.” ― Gerard Way --Emily Koebke Barsic
“When spiders unite, they can tie up a lion.” --Ethiopian proverb --Emma Cibula
To travel is to discover that everyone is wrong about other countries. - Aldous Huxley
--Erik Bakker
“If you think you’re too small to make a difference, you’ve obviously never been in
bed with mosquito.” - Bette Reese --Evangeline Rose Carlson
“Jealousy is the biggest compliment you can get” - Unknown --Guntash Kaur
Love the life you live, and live the life you love - Bob Marley --Hannah Anderson
“A friend is one who knows you and loves you just the same” -Elbert Hubbard
--Hannah Eldridge
“Although I haven’t seen him in more than ten years, I know I’ll miss him forever. I
never had any friends later on like the ones I had when I was young. Jesus, does
anybody?” - Gordy in ‘Stand by Me’ --Jack Feria
Awwwwe whhaaaa! -David Christenson --Jake Sullivan
“The minute you think of giving up, think of the reason why you held on so long.”
-Unknown
--Jasmine Jackson
“There are no shortcuts to any place worth going” -Beverly Sills --Jessi Ford
“You don’t have to be great to start, but you have to start to be great”. --Jester Weah
“Once you have wrestled, everything else in life is easy.” -Dan Gable --Jesús Rojas
“Who told you I was NICE”? -Tom Hardin --Jhanay A. Smith
If that casket ain’t 24 carrot gold when I die then I ain’t made enough (expletive) money man and that’s real talk- big
Sean --Joe Ferguson
“Anyone can do any amount of work, provided it isn’t the work he’s supposed to be doing at that moment.”
--Robert Benchley --Joel Cryer
You’re not Ron- Brick Tamland --Jon Wilkins
Happiness only real when shared. What if I were smiling and running into your arms? Would you see then what I see
now? By Christopher McCandless --Josephine Carlin
“I seldom end up where I wanted to go, but almost always end up where I need to be.” -Douglas Adams --Katherine
Quintanilla
“The way I see it, every life is a pile of good things and bad things. The good things don’t always soften the bad
things, but vice-versa, the bad things don’t necessarily spoil the good things and make them unimportant.” ~The
Doctor, “Doctor Who”
--Kattarina Rose Bunke
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.” -Ralph Waldo
Emerson --Kelly Shen
“Those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind” -Dr Seuss --Kelsey Hellenbrand
Start Strong, Finish Stronger- Coach Pasha --Ke’Yaune Buchanan
I drank What?-Socrates --Kieran Matthew Fitzgerald-Valley
Disc is Life --Kira Tobin
“Dont let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game” by Sam Montgomery --Kristina Pendl
“When I let go of what I am, I become what I might be.” -Lao Tzu --Lauren Alexander
“There are all kinds of courage. It takes a great deal of courage to stand up to our enemies, but just as much to stand
up to our friends” - Dumbledore (of course), Harry Potter --Lily Johnson
“Playing lifts you out of yourself into a delirious place.” -Jacqueline du pre --Lily Veldran
“Life moves pretty fast, if you don’t stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it.” --Logan Hrabovksy
“Never grow up” -Peter Pan --Madeline Grandin
“Don’t say goodbye, because goodbye means going away and going away means forgetting.” ~J.M Barrie
--Madeline Rose Cook Silvern
“Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind don’t matter, and those who
matter don’t mind.” - Dr. Seuss --Madeline Udvari-Solner
“Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than You.” ― Dr.
Seuss --Mady Joy
“Mai can achieve anything she sets her mind to” -Ms. Johnson --Mai Doua Lee
“Every dies but not everybody lives”-Drake --Mai Houa Yang
“No somos de la izquierda ni de la derecha. Somos los de abajo y vamos por los de arriba.”
-ExpresARTE --Marisela Gomez-Castellanos
“You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take”
--Marissa Hoyer
Anything that comes out of Alex Schuman’s mouth. --Mary Erikson
“Quiet people have the loudest minds.” -Stephen Hawking --Mary Jo
Elder
“The ones we love never really leave us, you can always find them in
[your heart]” -Sirius Black --McKenna Colleen Becker
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“I believe that happy girls are the prettiest girls” - Audrey
Hepburn --Meg Hamele
“Work hard, play hard” -WizKhalifa --Michael David Meyer
“We have to save our oceans to preserve our own selves. If
the oceans die, we die.” - Paul Watson --Michael Turng
“I’m kind of a big deal.” — Anchorman(Ron Burgundy) --Michael Webb
It comes in any color you want, as long as that color is black. -Henry Ford --Mitchell Kohrs
“All these places have their moments, With lovers and friends I still can recall, Some are dead and some are living, In
my life I’ve loved them all” -John Lennon and Paul Mcartney --Monika
Louise Hetzler
“Life is a box of chocolates; you never know what you’re gonna get.”
-Forrest Gump --Nick Menninga
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things
that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the
bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your
sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.” -Mark Twain --Nina Littman
“Stay hungry, stay foolish.” -Steve Jobs --Nive Prabakaran
“They say you die twice. Once when your heart stops beating, and
another time, a bit later on, when someone says your name for the last
time.” -Banksy --Owen Monsma
“Getchya head in the game!” Troy Bolton --Paige Kathleen Martin
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things
that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the
bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your
sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.” ― H. Jackson Brown Jr. --Patrick McNulty
Always bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed is more important than any other. -Abraham Lincoln --Rachel
Mortensen
“Practice doesn’t make perfect. Perfect practice makes perfect.” -Coach Paul Eckerle --Riley McCabe Lenoch
“Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass; it’s about learning to dance in the rain.”
Vivian Greene --Ruth Percival
“Come on Jaybirds!” “IYAAAAAAAAA” “Don’t forget your BACKPACKS” “WOAH THERE” ~Mr. Spencer --Ryan Fallon
“In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made a lot of people very angry and has been widely regarded
as a bad move.” - Douglas Adams --Ryan Lamb
“The story so far: In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made a lot of people very angry and been
widely regarded as a bad move.” -Douglas Adams, Hitchhikers’ Guide to the Galaxy --Ryan Lamb
“Love is playing every game as if it’s your last.” Michael Jordan --Ryan Wall
“Never confuse a single defeat with a final defeat.” — F. Scott Fitzgerald --Sachin Dharwadker
“I want to go to Scotland to site see and meet some SWEET dudes” - Sam Sutherland --Sam Helle
“Life is not a disney movie”- Mr. Collins --Samantha Maglio
“Figure it out” - Coach Thomas --Shane Wood
“Don’t let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game.” Babe Ruth --Shawn Tredinnick
“There is no man living that can not do more than he thinks he can.” –Henry Ford --Sohil Shah
“You know you’re in love when you can’t fall asleep because reality is finally better than your dreams.” ― Dr. Seuss
--Sophia Gerdes
“Of all things, I liked books best.” ― Nikola Tesla --Sophia Hahn
“Get the D!” -Thejas --Srikar Adibhatla
“Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than You.” - Dr. Seuss --Sydney
Vandervest
“If you are a taker of happiness you get misery, if you are a giver of happiness you get joy and love” - Sri Sri Ravi
Shankar --Tarjani Milind Ranade
“So fetch.”-Gretchen Wieners --Tasha Vernon
“To give anything less than your best is to sacrifice the gift.” --Steve Prefontaine --Thejas Wesley
“You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of view-until you climb into his skin and
walk around in it.”- To Kill a Mockingbird, Harper Lee. --Toni LaBreche
A journey of a thousand miles begins with one step - Lau Tzu --Tyler
Moses
“Hell, there are no rules here— we’re trying to accomplish something.”
-Thomas A. Edison --Willa Cai
“Be thine own palace, or the world’s thy jail”- John Donne --William
Xiang
“A hero isn’t measured by the size of his strength but by the size of his
heart” -Zeus from Hercules --Zachary DeWerd
“Mmmmmm, potato.” ~Arcadia Katzenberger --Zoe Ameila Townsend
“Monsters are real. So are ghosts. They live inside us and sometimes
they win”-- Stephen King --Zohra A. Almagri

June Grad

Gemini (May 21 - June 20) Not going to
college? That’s great, you made that choice
that you felt was better for you. Spend your
time following high school exploring life
and working. Sadly, one way to get what you
want out of life is with money. Find a job
by Madeline Haut
that you are passionate about, don’t settle. Spending hour
after waking hour doing something you hate is no way to
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) Homesickspend your youth. If you can’t find a company that will
ness…we all get it, but we can’t all handle it.
pay you for what you love, do it for free. Volunteer and
It’s important to come up with a plan for your- make your “adult” years amazing.
self and your family. Leaving home means
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) It’s grad party
leaving behind 18 years of being mommy or
season! Have you invited all your Facebook
daddy’s little kid ,and as much as you hate it now, looking
friends yet? If not, get on it! It’s fun to celeback at it will make you regret the way you treated your
brate all your years of hard work with those
family. Don’t take their care for granted. Spend time with
who helped you through it. Yes, it can be
them before you leave. Set up a Skype account and teach
awkward standing around as your grandma
the old man how to use a computer. Call your family once
pinches
your
cheeks and as a slideshow of those oh-soin a while just to check in and to say “I love you.” You’d be
awkward-brace-face-middle-school
years plays on repeat
surprised how much you’ll miss your snotty nosed little
to
the
song
your
mom
picked
out
from
the 80’s, but try to
sister when she’s not copying your every single move. You
enjoy
it.
Everyone
is
coming
to
see
the
person
you have
don’t know what you have until it’s gone.
grown into, so show them who that person is. Put on a
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Graduation
smile, and pretty soon, it will become real. Plus, going to
day is finally here! You can’t wait to walk
your friends’ grad party means free food. Who doesn’t
across that stage and accept your diploma
love that?
while humming along to every note
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) So you and
of “Pomp and Circumstance.” But be careful.
your boyfriend/girlfriend are going to difThose graduation gowns can be a tripping hazard. Girls,
ferent colleges. Long distance relationships
I would suggest not wearing heels, not only for tripping
are unbelievably difficult, but not impossible.
purposes, but also for comfort. No one wants blisters after
Although the conversation can be hard, talk
graduating high school. Also, make sure to decide if you
to your significant other about their feelings and plans for
are going in for a hug or just a handshake- no one likes
their own future, as well that of the relationship. Create
that awkward dance people do when trying to decide.
a calendar of days that you both have off and a schedule
Smile big and take strides of confidence, but not too big
for daily calling sessions. If you two are meant for each
of strides….
other, there is no amount of distance that will ever change
the love you feel for each other. But if you decide that
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) Picking a
long distance isn’t right for you, don’t sweat it. If it wasn’t
major can be very tricky. Look into your
meant to be, it’s okay! Mingle with people in your new
heart and figure out what your interests are.
life. You may just find your future husband/wife at your
Research schools and jobs that specialize in
what you love and follow your dreams. Think new school or job.
of what career you would enjoy doing everyday for almost
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) Leaving
the rest of your life. Yes, that sounds scary and intimiyour friends from high school can be one of
dating, but if you love it, it won’t feel like work. Don’t be
the hardest things one can endure in life, but
scared- if you find out that the major you chose isn’t right
don’t let that ruin your college years or the
for you, then you can easily switch your career path. Your
years to come. Making new friends is just as
future is out there, you just have to go and get it.
fun as hanging out with old ones. Go out to freshman
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) College is orientation events and get tickets to sports events to meet
new people. No one likes a hermit, go out and enjoy life.
expensive and difficult for anyone to afford.
It is short, after all.
Do your best to find scholarships. You’d be
surprised what scholarships you can obtain,
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) Rain
from getting paid to make the best dress for
check! Your grad party has been rained out.
prom out of duct tape to the Jif Most Creative Sandwich
(Darn you, Wisconsin.) But hey, it’s not the
Contest. Do research and find scholarships that suit you
end of the world. Don’t let the weather get
and that apply to the many talents you hold. There are
you down. Good thing you were smart and
also many academic scholarships that you can apply for.
thought ahead and rented a tent in case of this very event.
Don’t be discouraged by fancy-named scholarships; just
Scoot everyone under the tent and dish out the sweets.
go for them! What’s the worst that can happen? Keep try- Who could complain about that? If you didn’t invest in
ing; every penny gets you one step closer to your dreams
a tent, move everyone inside and enjoy the togetherness
(and one step closer to financial assurance).
and closeness. You may learn something new
about a friend or relative. Look on the bright side
of things, and the weather might agree.

Horoscopes
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Top left; Little Pine Creek,
Seven Mile Creek with Juliana Martinez, Cole Silvers
& Alice Herman, Drew Creek
Backyard seniors with Carlie
Perez-Guerra, Rachel Blondell,
Krissy Pendl in front and
Jester Weah, Kyle Suchanek,
AJ Larson.

Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) Living in the
dorms is a huge part of collage life so make
the best out of it! Once assigned a roommate,
message them on Facebook and chat about
your interests and college plans. Your new
roomie may end up being your new best friend. Also, go
shopping with friends or family to find fun (but cheap)
appliances and decorations needed for the small white
walls of your new small room. It may be hard to get used
to living in such cramped quarters, but it will be a fun
new experience that you will never want to take back. (P.S.
Jonas Brother posters go great with any room)
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19)Calling all seniors! Everyone knows what senioritis can do
to your grades…YIKES! So if you’re the kind
of student who let your grades slip because
“grades don’t matter senior year,” be prepared.
College is much harder than high school and it is very
important for students to hit the books and use your time
wisely. Don’t let senioritis continue into college. Grades
matter immensely for your future.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)Congrats on

making it through high school, that’s no easy
task! It can be hard to let go of the fun times
you had in high school, from crazy parties
to trips to Devil’s Lake. Just because you are
growing up and moving on in life doesn’t
mean you have to forget those memories or friends. Make
a list or a scrapbook of the fun times you and your friends
shared. Also, make sure you get all your friends’ numbers
and Twitter usernames so that you can keep in
touch throughout your next life journey.
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Your Full Name
Abraham Yoo
Adam James Schuman
Alessandra Gaglio
Alexander Nguyen
Allison Hunter
Allison Statz
Amelia Rossa
Amien Paust
Andrea Schultz
Annalisa Pendl
Annie Rosebear-Ace
Arcadia Katzenberger
Azze Ngo
Besma Aly
Bethany Wolkoff
Branavan Yogarajah
Brooke Mortensen
Caroline Riese
Carrie Ip
Chaz McGee
Christian Merrell Eggers
Christopher Winchell
Claire Hornacek
Cora Collins
Dylan Gray
Edwin Wu
Ehren Schultz
Eli Gomez
Erik Bakker
Evangeline Rose Carlson
Gary Oak
Hadassah McCloskey
Hannah Anderson
Hannah Constance Eldridge
Jasmine Jackson
Jessi Ford
Jester Weah
Jesús Rojas
Jhanay A. Smith
Joe Ferguson
Jon Wilkins
Josephine Carlin
Katrina Gonzales
Kattarina Rose Bunke
Kelsey Hellenbrand
Kelsey Knutson
Ke'Yaune Depray Buchanan
Kira Tobin
Kristina Pendl
Logan Hrabovksy
Madeline Grandin
Madeline Rose Cook Silvern
Mady Joy
Mai Houa Yang
Marisela Gomez-Castellanos
Marissa Hoyer
Mary Erikson
McKenna Colleen Becker
Meg Hamele
Michael David Meyer
Michael Webb
Monika Louise Hetzler
Nick Menninga
Nina Littman
Nive Prabakaran
Paige Kathleen Martin
Patrick McNulty
Rachel Mortensen
Riley McCabe Lenoch
Ryan Fallon
Ryan Lamb
Ryan Patrick Wall
Sachin Dharwadker
Shuruthy Yogarajah
Sophia Hahn
Srikar Adibhatla
Stephen Mark Coss
Tasha Vernon
Toni LaBreche
Tyler Aide Hulsey
Zoe Ameila Townsend

Secret (or not so secret) Crush
Nice try :)
Madeline Haut
Maddy Owca
Gretchen Greene
Zoe Sprout
Justin Bieber
Robert Sheehan
Branavan Yogarajah
Sam Helle
Channing Tatum
Reggie Roemer
Beyonce'
Shalla Moy
Damon and Stefan SALVATORE
A fictional character or two...
Eli Gomez
Aaron Rodgers!
Marissa Hoyer
Jonah Weisse
Emily Stangel
KYLIE STEVENS
Erin washington
Alex Battaglia
Autumn Battaglia
Brett Oberg
Noah Huber
Sara Normington
Ms. Fitz
That one girl
Colton Haynes
Nive Prabakaran aka Misty
Ke'Yaune Buchanan
Chris Bosh
Nina Littman
Tell you at the reunion? ;)
John Springer
Marissa Hoyer, Claire Hornacek & Haley Burns
Allison Statz
Tom Hiddleston
Sara Normington
Adam Schuman :)
James Franco
Isaiah Mitchell :)
Colin Pitman
Joe Fergusen
Justin Bieber
Brooke Mortensen
Alice Herman
Donjah
Emma Watson
Liam Hemsworth
Emma Stone
Luke Bryan
Channing Tatum
Chris Diaczun
Caroline Riese
Joe Venuta
Ummmm I think that'd just be redundant
Claire Hornacek
Idris Boukahil
Robyn B
Justin Timberlake
Jane Levvy
Hannah Eldridge
Gary Oak
Zac efron
Summer Rawfert
Orange...
Josie Robertson
Kate Upton
Leila Bertrand
N.A.H.
Emilia Clarke
Since first grade, Tyler Moses.
Darren Criss
Dhool Siad
Jennifer Lawrence
Mr. Spence , Chowow and Peter Webb
You
Leigh Whisenant
Gregor Samsa.

Abraham Yoo-- I will never forget the
“nostalgic” feeling I had after the end of every
single night of JMM Musicals.
Adam Schuman-- Being apart of the MSCR
basketball champions, the JMMThundercats
and winning the dodgeball championship on

team sandstorm alpha wolf battalion battle squadron.
Alessandra Maurtua-- Meeting new people and spending time with friends.
Alexander Nguyen-- Just meeting so many fun people throughout my high school life.
Alexandra Sweet-- Cheering at basketball games
Allison Hunter-- Dancing at the Latinos Unidos Baile every year.
Allison Statz-- Swimming at high school state junior and senior year
Alyssa Lutz-- Meeting Jake at the fire station with the softball team
Amelia Rossa-- Art field trips to Chicago and European History with Ms. Staley.
Amien Paust-- Meeting Branavan Yogarajah.
Ana Gabriela Martinez-- This whole exchange student year has been a great memory! My first football
game, that was the first moment I startrted to feel part of the school
Andrea Schultz-- Playing tag with Owen at the College Library at UW-Madison when we were supposed to
be researching for a AP English paper.
Anna Jenson-- hanging with my team everyday during the basketball season.
Anna Troia-- Definitely making friendships I know will last a life time and, getting to meet so many diverse
individuals.
Annalisa Pendl-- My favorite high school memory, well there are many. One that comes to mind is the day
that I got my license and my acceptance to Winona state all in one day. Then nick menninga and I went to
see the school play then out to ice cream ! It was a great day!
Annie Rosebear-Ace-- Florida with the Poms team
Arcadia Katzenberger—Making so many amazing and unforgettable memories with new friends and old
throughout my crazy high school days
Azze Ngo-- The end of junior year.
Besma Aly-- My best high school memory was when peer partners went to the Brewers game and had the
best time ever!
Bethany Wolkoff-- I told myself I wasn’t going to get lost on my first day of freshman year. It happened
anyway.
Brady Hirshfeld-- Geometry with Mr. Borchardt, English with Mr. Vander Ark, Econ with Mr. Voss, Criminal
Justice with Mr. Olson, and all the art classes I’ve taken.
Brianna Hoover-- Prom 2013
Brooke Mortensen-- Cheerleading at state basketball freshman year with Anna Weigmann and Eboni
Moore
Carlie Perez-Guerra-- This past girls basketball season. There were so many good memories! I loved every
second of managing, it was awesome experience. even though I wasn’t playing i still felt like I was a part of
the team.
Caroline Riese-- Bus rides with my teammates.
Carrie Ip-- The rocks and ropes field trips
Chaitannya “Chet” Agni-- Supporting our teachers’ rights in the
2011 protests.
Chaz McGee-- Any time spent with Emily and/or The Crew
Christian Merrell Eggers-- The Sun Prairie football game this
year. There weren’t a whole lot of fans in the stands, but those
that were there had a really good time before, during, and after.
Christina Ma-- Going to the state Forensics tournament for a
demo with my brother.
Christopher Grulke-- Front row seat for the triple OT win vs. De
Pere for the state title.
Christopher Kornell-- Graduation
Claire Hornacek-- Going to the Norske Nook every year with the swim team
Cora Collins-- Every part of being on the Poms team
Corinne Franz-- Junior year coming back from the state track and field meet and winning 1st in discus to
find my house had been decorated by my teammates to congratulate me.
Cory (Chewbacca) Lawson-- Start of school & end of school bonfire parties.
Daniel Miller-- Riding on the back of my friend while he ran down a hallway.
David Christensen-- The Crew
David Ho-- Going to Six Flags with Math Physics.
Dylan Gray-- Making lots of new friends :)
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Ehren Schultz-- Beating West so bad.
Eli Gonez-- Winning swimming state my senior year
Emily Koebke Barsic-- Anytime spent in the JMM Art Department
Erik Bakker-- Realizing that High School is exactly as you see in the movies.
Evangeline Carlson-- Ceramics 2/3 all-day field trip to Bethel Horizons. We threw clay on the wheel all day,
and got obscenely dirty until nobody cared anymore.
Gary Oak-- curb stomping pikachu
Gretchen Greene-- Going to France with Claire, Allison, and Cora.
Guntash Kaur-- Prom 2013!!!
Hadassah McCloskey-- Start of school and end of bonfire parties at Cory Lawson house.
Hannah Anderson-- Either winning our first game of basketball all season, or sophomore year soccer
season when I had a Hat trick against Beloit.
Hannah Eldridge-- Going to the Latinos Unidos dance on my birthday.
Jack Feria-- Sharing the stage with my best friends three shows a week.
Jake Sullivan-- Too hard to choose one. Any day with The Crew.
James Holmquest-- Fitz’s english class.
Jessi Ford-- Swim Sectionals Junior year, Latinos Unidos, and my Italy &
Greece adventure sophomore year, along with many more.
Jester Weah-- Winning the Boys State basketball championship in 2011 and
meeting new people( mainly the girls).
Jesús Rojas-- Going home for double lunch with a few friends and playing
moped tag with two mopeds and a football on a soccer field.
Jhanay A. Smith-- Anime Club, and seeing my first memorial play that I
helped create.
Jill Marie Heilman-- All the shenanigans Shawn and I did to Paul during
cross country.
Joe Ferguson-- Playing under the lights
Joel Cryer-- Can’t list just one; Environmental Science discussions of 2012
are among my favorites.
Jon Wilkins-- Playin sports with my bros
Josephine Carlin-- Meeting my now best friend and watching everyone
change and grow. We all have come so far!
Joshua Peters-- Beating middleton in the sectional semi final my senior year
when they were ranked #2 in the state.
Katherine Quintanilla-- The first and only time I had a class with one of my
best friends, and it was the best class, too: economics with Mr. Voss.
Kattarina Rose Bunke-- Winning an individual first place award and a team first place award at the state
competition for forensics.
Kelly Shen-- the tennis team :)
Kelsey Knutson-- Performing at the Kohl Center for Poms.
Ke’Yaune Depray Buchanan-- MY Freshmen Year of Track & Field.
Kieran Matthew Fitzgerald-Valley-- The Ice picking contest downtown my junior year, we went up against
University students, and Professionals and held our own, we also got awesome hats at the end, which,
really, is all that matters.
Kristina Pendl-- Almost all my memories i had in school were great. My favorite memory will have to be
meeting my best friend Breanna Steele and the memories of her from Fashion Design and all the crazy
things we would do together and the time she was acting a fool in cla
Lauren Alexander-- Cross Country Sectional Meet 2011 and NYC trips.
Lily Johnson-- Tenth grade English class with Mr. Jones. Forever will I
miss him. Best class possible. Funniest guy ever. Glad he is still subbing,
It’s just another good day. :)
Lily Veldran-- Winning an award for golf, because it’s something that isn’t
music related, and pretty awesome!
Logan Hrabovksy-- Working on Spartan News.
Madeline Grandin-- My first day of freshman year, when I asked Grace
Braun to sit with me in ISP. Never would I have thought that it would have
blossomed into the friendship we have today.
Madeline Rose Cook Silvern-- Finding my second family in DDaF
Mai Doua Lee-- Making good memories, laughing with my friends
and meeting new, amazing people.
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Mai Houa Yang-- My best memory in high school would probably be my
junoir year in Ms. Fitz english class. I loved that class. It was the best part of
my day. I loved everyone that was in there because we all had a fun time. :)
Marina Awes-- Being apart of DDAF
Marisela Gomez-Castellanos-- When we rocked the Latino Dance in 2013.
Marissa Hoyer-- State Track
Mary Erikson-- the group chat
Mary Jo Elder-- Everyday spent with my trumpet babies.
Meg Hamele-- Eastern’s ultimate tournament sophomore year
Michael David Meyer-- Mr. Kolbe’s circles and stories
Michael Turng-- All the times I was able to work on things with my best friends.
Michael Webb-- Being with my friends all day every day
Mitchell Kohrs-- Aerospace engineering pilot training.
Monika Louise Hetzler-- Making up awesome poems with Alana Alderson.
Nick Menninga-- Winning all four of my events at the state swim meet my senior year to help our team be
state champions for the third year in a row.
Nina Littman-- Every day in freshman year core class.
Nive Prabakaran-- Winning Forensics States
Owen Monsma-- Sophomore year. Can good memories be caused by bad times? I think so. Friends and I
all in math chem. We made a bet. Whoever got the worst grade on any given test owed soda to the others.
Many an evening spent doing the math chem reviews, hanging out with…
Paige Kathleen Martin-- Being with my friends :)
Patrick McNulty-- The feeling of returning to school triumphant after successfully completing my seventh
and final AP test of Senior Year.
Rachel Mortensen-- Catching shrews in the garden to feed to the corn snakes in ISP!!
Riley McCabe Lenoch-- Winning the 2013 FBLA dodgeball tournament.
Ruth Percival-- Being in the cast of Thoroughly Modern Millie.
Ryan Fallon-- Sophmore year, history with Mr. Olson, we were studying Caesar. The day we talked about
Caesar’s death and how he was stabbed, Mr. Olson gave me a fake stage knife and told me to stand up, run
up and stab him after he finishes talking about Caesar’s death
Ryan Lamb-- Being asked out by my crush who I had assumed wasn’t interested in me.
Ryan Patrick Wall-- Winning the State Basketball tournament during our sophomore year in three
overtimes.
Sachin Dharwadker-- Playing Mitch Mahoney in “The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee.”
Samantha Maglio-- Rocks and ropes, both years.
Sara Normington-- rocks and ropes field trip
Shawn Tredinnick-- Cross country adventures with Jill Heilman or spring break with Marina Awes and Erin
Washington
Shuruthy Yogarajah-- Qualifying and Attending FBLA Nationals with Grace Braun and Azze Ngo and being
announced CC captain.
Sohil Shah-- Watching Memorial win the State Basketball Championship in 3OT
Sophia Hahn-- Performing in the winter musicals with my friends every year.
Srikar Adibhatla-- National Science Bowl in DC and HOSA state at Chula Vista
Stephen Mark Coss-- All of my amazing friends and Drama Debate and Forensics.
Tasha Vernon-- There were a lot of good memories but I’d say the best memories are all probably from
the summers, that means either the many fun nights with my best friends, or the swim team sleepover from
either my junior year or the trip to Minnesota we took for swimming.
Toni LaBreche-- Getting to spend 4 awesome and memorable years
with the JMM Cross Country fam.
Thejas Wesley-- Cross Country Camp with Coach Casey and the CC
boys, and National Science Bowl in DC.
Tyler Moses-- Being apart of great CC and track teams!!
Zachary DeWerd-- Going to Europe for two weeks
Zoe Ameila Townsend-- Seeing my writing published for the first time in
the Pressions magazine freshman year.
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Srikar
Chaitannya
Alana
Lauren
Zohra
Besma
Hannah
Erik
McKenna
Ke'Yaune
Kattarina
Haley
Willa
Josephine
Evangeline
David
David
Emma
Cora
Madeline
Joel
Zachary
Sachin
Christian
Mary jo
Hannah
Mary
Ryan
Joe
Jack
Kieran
Jessi
Corinne
Alessandra
Sophia
Marisela
Eli
Katrina
Madeline
Dylan
Sophia
Meg
Nicholas
Jill
Kelsey
David
Brianna
Claire
Marissa
Logan
Tyler
Laurel
Allison
Jaclyn
Anna
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Adibhatla
Agni
Alderson
Alexander
Almagri
Aly
Anderson
Bakker
Becker
Buchanan
Bunke
Burns
Cai
Carlin
Carlson
Christensen
Christensen
Cibula
Collins
Cook Silvern
Cryer
DeWerd
Dharwadker
Eggers
Elder
Eldridge
Erikson
Fallon
Ferguson
Feria
Fitzgerald-Valley
Ford
Franz
Gaglio
Gerdes
Gomez-Castellanos
Gonez
Gonzales
Grandin
Gray
Hahn
Hamele
Hanauer
Heilman
Hellenbrand
Ho
Hoover
Hornacek
Hoyer
Hrabovksy
Hulsey
Hunt
Hunter
Jensen
Jenson

Tennis
DDAF
The musicals
Cross Country
Literacy mentor
Peer Partners
Basketball
Track
Ultimate Frisbee
Wrestling
DDAF
Soccer
Robotics (1306 represent!)
F.B.L.A
Ceramics
Football
Football
DDAF
Pom Pons
DDaF
Robotics and Environmental Club
Track & Field
Drama and Forensics
Rocks and Ropes
Ceramics
HOSA
Soccer
Varsity Bowling Club
Football
Forensics
Cartoon Club (since I made it myself)
Swimming
Track and Field
Viciously dating cute boys
Literacy Mentors
Soccer and Latinos Unidos.
Swimming
Volleyball
Volleyball
Boys Soccer
DDAF
Ultimate Frisbee
Swimming
Cross Country and Soccer
Volleyball
Tennis
Prostart Competition team
Swimming, the musicals, and Ultimate
Basketball
Spartan News
Middleton Rugby Club
Cross Country
Softball
softball
Basketball

Mady
Arcadia
Guntash
Kayla
Kelsey
Mitchell
Christopher
Betsy
Toni
Ryan
Cory
Riley
Andrew
Monika
Alyssa
Christina
Samantha
Stephen
Paige
Ana
Hadassah
Chaz
Patrick
Nick
Michael
Daniel
Isaiah
Aaron
Owen
Brooke
Rachel
Tyler
Azze
Alexander
Trang
Sara
Gary
Alex
Amien
Kristina
Annalisa
Ruth
Carlie
Joshua
Nive
Caroline
Jesús
Annie
Amelia
Andrea
Adam
Adam
Sohil
Jhanay
Adelaide

Joy
Katzenberger
Kaur
Kinney
Knutson
Kohrs
Kornell
Kunz
LaBreche
Lamb
Lawson
Lenoch
Liu
Louise
Lutz
Ma
Maglio
Mark
Martin
Martinez
McCloskey
McGee
McNulty
Menninga
Meyer
Miller
Mitchell
Moller
Monsma
Mortensen
Mortensen
Moses
Ngo
Nguyen
Nguyen
Normington
Oak
Osborn
Paust
Pendl
Pendl
Percival
Perez-Guerra
Peters
Prabakaran
Riese
Rojas
Rosebear-Ace
Rossa
Schultz
Schuman
Schuman
Shah
Smith
Sobotik

Being a Backyard Rep!
DDAF and Sword&Shield
Cross Country
Golf
Poms
Ultimate Frisbee
Spartan News
DDAF
Cross Country
Art
Ultimate Frisbee and Social interaction
I enjoyed four years of swimming the most.
Tennis
Pressions!
Softball Senior Season
WYSO
Softball freshman year!
Drama Debate & Forensics
Softball and volleyball
ultimate frisbee
Ultimate Frisbee and soccer
Golf
Anime Club
Swimming
Cross Country
Gaming Club
Soccer and Ultimate
Jazz Band
Flying
Environmental Club
Ultimate
Track
Soccer!
Spartan Youth Service
Youth Apprenticeship Program - Biotechnology
cross country
poketraining
HOSA
Ultimate
Avid
Backyard Rep
Peer Partners
Soccer
soccer/track
Forensics
Basketball
Wrestling
Poms
Social Justice Book Group with Fitz and Hootie
Gay/Straight Alliance
Football
Football
Basketball
Anime Club
The Musical

Allison
Jake
Alexandra
Kira
Zoe
Shawn
Anna
Michael
Lily
Tasha
Maria
Ryan
Sarah
Jester
Michael
Jonah
Thejas
Jon
Bethany
Shane
Shane
William
Mai
Shuruthy
Abraham

Statz
Sullivan
Sweet
Tobin
Townsend
Tredinnick
Troia
Turng
Veldran
Vernon
Vizcarra
Wall
Wang
Weah
Webb
Weisse
Wesley
Wilkins
Wolkoff
Wood
Wood
Xiang
Yang
Yogarajah
Yoo

Ultimate
Lacrosse
Cheerleading
Ultimate frisbee
Pressions!
Ultimate Frisbee
Golf!
Spartan Youth Service
Pit Orchestra
Swimming and Track
Tennis and Pit Orchestra
Cross Country
Pit Orchestra for the School Musical
Basketball
Baseball
Cross Country
Cross Country
Football
Caving with Rocks & Ropes
Baseball
Baseball
Sword and Shield & Tennis
People Program
Being a Class Officer and Girls Cross Country
Pit orchestra!!!

A Little Advice from Jack

By Jack Feria
Four years ago, I was the poster child for Hot Topic clothing who constantly thought about escaping his home and his sexuality. I think it’s
safe to say high school has changed me.

My transformation into a bow tie wearing, show tune humming diva
began in the most awkward stage of any teenager’s life: freshman year.
Every John Hughes movie and every Judy Bloom book I stole from my
sister’s room told me that if you didn’t find out exactly who you are and
what you wanted to be during the first year of high school, you would be
doomed to spending each lunch alone in the hallway next to your locker.
I spent the entire first year trying to find ways to be accepted so I took to
Facebook and demanded explanations as to why Backyard was so stupid
and why Megan Fox wouldn’t return my calls. Cool guy statuses like
these were definitely going to save me from four years of eating alone!
Each one of my cries for attention flopped and although I eventually
gained a few acquaintances from my freshman core classes, I never felt
happy with myself. I felt this constant need to act cool around them, act
like I was “normal,” act like I was straight. And that’s when high school started to feel really slow. Coming to school
every day with a fake personality made me dread every step I took in these halls. It wasn’t until I found a passion and
people to care for that things began to change.
Although they weren’t without their own trials and awkward stages, the processes of becoming fully part of the Memorial forensics team, drama department, and Sword & Shield gave me a voice in this school as well as the confidence to
put myself out there, meet new people, and realize my sexuality wasn’t something to be ashamed of. After that, high
school has flown by. I’ve been lucky enough to perform in six theatrical productions, compete at over a dozen forensics
tournaments, and publish my work seven times in the Sword & Shield because I decided to put myself out there. And
I’m happy to say my only regret regarding high school is that I didn’t fall in love with those clubs sooner.
Freshmen, this may feel like it’s been the longest and most alienating school year of your life, but if you take a risk and
get out there, try out for a sport, audition for the musical, join the Sword & Shield, get involved with GSA, forensics,
Environment Club, Pressions, Superhero Movie club, or any of the dozens of other organizations Memorial has to offer,
you’ll find that you have a place at this school that will help the next three years of your life go by faster than you ever
expected. Trust me, they will.
As I leave Memorial with a flamboyant skip into the sunset, I thank you all for every awkward moment, every article,
every performance, every class, and every triumph that shaped the person that I am today. I couldn’t have done it without you.

Host a foreign exchange student!

Are you interested in hosting a foreign exchange student next school
year? Each year, Memorial has a number of foreign exchange students
from countries all around the world, all of whom need host families to
live with. Hosting is a unique and rewarding experience, as well as a
fantastic way to connect with another culture!
Here’s what senior Laurel Hunt had to say about being a host sister:
This semester, my family is hosting an exchange student, Feli,
from Argentina. It’s been one of the best experiences of my life. While
I’ve taught Feli about American culture, she has also taught me about
Argentine culture, and because of her I can see the world in a little
different way. We’ve had a lot of fun laughing about her English mistakes
(like the time when she couldn’t pronounce the difference between
“otter”, “udder”, and “other”) and also my Spanish mistakes (like when
I couldn’t remember the difference between “almanacer”, sunrise, and
“amenazar”, to threaten). At times, it’s been hard to adjust, like sharing
the bathroom, but overall, hosting has been a lot of fun and you should
definitely consider it!
If you and your family are interested in hosting, please check out http://
www.afsusa.org/host-family/ for more information!

Thief & Rascal, the band representing
Memorial High School, is comprised of
Noah and Justin Huber and Ogden Greene.
The June 8th event at Union South is free!
It would be great to see as many Memorial
students there as possible to cheer on Thief
& Rascal when they play at 4:05!
http://www.launchpadwisconsin.org/news.
html
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13 Pieces of Advice from the ’13 Class Officers, continued from page 1.

Farewell Seniors

Kelly Shen, Meg Hamele, Kara Glaaser (adviser), Shuruthy Yogaragah,
and Daniel Li

6. Find time to just breathe. Stop in the foreign language hallway, and drool at Will’s Editor’s Note reminded me
that it was when you seniors were
the wonderful aromas emanating from the foods room.
freshman that I took over the S&S.
7. Stay hydrated. Water is the bee’s knees when it comes to staying physically The paper has not always looked
the way it does now and very few
and emotionally balanced.
will recall that the senior send-off
actually belonged to the Independent
8. Join a club or activity that appeals to you even if it takes you out of your
several years ago. Joe Rowley, the
comfort zone. It’s a great way to make friends, and what’s cool about trying
new things is that if you don’t like it, you can always stop. Don’t graduate with editor-in-chief of the Independent a
couple of years ago, showed me how
that “what-if” thought in the back of your mind.
to create the survey we used to get
9. You don’t have to consider yourself athletic to participate in sports at Me- the information for this issue. The
morial. There are many sports that cater to all levels of athletic ability!
tradition was passed on to the Sword
& Shield with good will. The purpose for the Independent no longer
10. Become friends with your counselor. Guidance is home to some of the
kindest and most helpful people. Getting to know your counselor will also al- exists. I have tried to reach out not
only to Independents out there, but
low him or her to write you a more in-depth recommendation.
every JMMHS student. The Sword
& Shield is a student-run newspaper,
11. Don’t let college consume you. Where you are accepted does not define
who you are or what you are worth. College is the beginning, not the end; go designed to give a voice to the JMM
student body. We need more students
on to do amazing things no matter where you will be.
to help create an informative and entertaining newspaper that focuses on
12. Remember that as you’re growing up, your parents are growing old.
issues important to our high school
Go hug them every once in awhile. Soon enough, you’ll be off to college,
community. I am always amazed
wondering where all the time went.
that more students aren’t clamoring
13. Embrace your high school years. You will be out of here before you know to be a part of this amazing thing we
do, plus working on a paper looks
it. Appreciate the happy moments and try not to grow up too fast.
so amazing on a college application.
Editors under my watch have gotten
into University of Pennsylvania,
Harvard University, Northwestern
University, West Point, the Naval
Academy, and of course UW-Madison. Perhaps more kids don’t work
on the paper because it’s really hard
work. I am so very proud of the
senior editors this year, their accomplishments and their diligent work
on the paper. Most editors juggle
sports, other clubs, homework,
music, social networking with the
paper. I know it’s not easy. Thank
you for your efforts and all of your
hard work! I think it really paid off.
--TPF

40 Senior Class Officers

Christina Ma, Arcadia Katzenberger,
Jessi Ford, Besma Aly, Will Xiang
and Thejas Wesley

